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ABSTRACT 	  
This thesis explores intergenerational dialogues concerning arts participation.  This paper 
puts current arts participation literature into context with actual stories from artists and non-
artists of differing generations. Various themes have been compiled based on several interviews 
and similarities between stories lead to a new language in which to talk about the impact of 
varying degrees of arts participation.  The themes include: Familial Impact & The Cycle of Arts 
Appreciation & Identity, Why do Artists Make Art, The Artist’s Inner Struggle & Why (Some) 
People Are Not Artists, The Connections Artists Make, and Intergenerational Changes in the 
Definition of Art & What It Means to Be an Artist.  This paper serves as a call to action to 
provide better language for artists, arts appreciators, and arts organizations to talk about arts 
experiences. When examining actual artists and their lives, we begin to understand the means by 
which art is created. 
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INTRODUCTION 	  
Cultural engagement changes just as generations change and one way of understanding 
the nuances of these changes is to create intergenerational dialogue.  By presenting these 
different perspectives there can be an understanding of what people want from their artistic 
experiences simply by asking them.  We can understand what art is by asking artists why they do 
what they do, how they feel when they make art, and what they want people to feel and see when 
they experience it.  Sitting down with people—hearing and understanding their stories and 
relating to their lives—brings me to various conclusions about how art impacts us today, its 
impact in the past, its change over time—and why we should talk about it.   
Knowing this information helps to sustain arts participation and creates experiences that 
are valuable across generations.  Currently there are many statistics readily available about how 
people of different generations participate including: attending live theatre, visiting museums, 
and watching performances via the internet.  My interview questions explored research on  
various demographic-based surveys concerning arts participation, current knowledge about the 
intrinsic benefits and strategies pertaining to arts participation, millennial engagement strategies, 
intergenerational and shared-site programs, and “missing-links” as defined by the literature.  The 
information obtained from the interviews that I conducted consistently refers back to the 
literature.  
I discuss “shared-sites,” millennial engagement strategies, and changes in arts 
education in conjunction with their effect on arts participation.  Examining ideas such as 
“shared-sites” (programs that co-locate senior and childcare facilities) will provide examples 
for programming that can remain relevant across generations.  Further research into the 
understanding of what different generations find valuable in their arts experiences may suggest 
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improvements for “shared-sites.” My interviews also explored younger generations and their 
level of interest concerning arts participation, which makes current millennial engagement 
strategies important in these conversations.  While researchers study engagement strategies for 
millennials, there may need to be an overall evolution of engagement strategy in arts 
organizations that is contingent upon the current “cultural ecology” (cultural literacy, 
participatory cultural practice, and professional cultural goods and services) (Brown, Gilbride, 
and Novak 2011).  I will also analyze arts education and its evolution.  I posed questions to my 
interviewees in order to understand if changes in arts education have caused different 
generations to participate in the arts outside of school differently.  In order to prompt 
meaningful conversation during my interviews, I needed to understand how to conduct 
successful life history interviews.  Research on my methodology includes ideas on how to 
initiate dialogue about the arts and how to create questions that will influence dynamic 
conversation for the interviewees.  
Audience development is an important aspect that arts and cultural organizations take 
into account when observing current programs and their success in terms of numbers of 
attendees.  While it is important to track the numbers, it is also important to understand how 
participants feel about current programs, what aspects arts organizations can improve upon, 
and the evolution of art programs of the past.  My research creates an open dialogue for the 
arts sector by discussing the influence of artistic experiences and demonstrating how we can 
begin to assemble a necessary and beneficial language that depicts the true meaning of what 
individuals gain from different forms of participation. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 	  
I submerged myself in an expansive and broad range of literature to guide dialogue about 
why people participate in art. In order to gain insight into interviewees’ personal experiences 
with the arts and how various outside factors may have been an influence I needed to acquire 
knowledge in a wide range of topics.  I approached this subject from a broad vantage point in 
order to narrow down the possible gaps in the literature that could then be filled through my 
research.  
A History of NEA and Other Demographic-Based Survey Themes Concerning Arts Participation 
 I am going to walk through some highlights of various surveys from the last 40 years, of 
arts participation in the United States. I chose to highlight certain aspects that I feel will help me 
develop a foundation for interview questions.  The surveys, mainly demographic-based views, 
tell some of the story of the ever-changing landscape of the American arts experience.  It is 
important to note the main focus of the survey topics over time and how the variety of themes 
adds to the conversation of arts participation.  Understanding the themes helps to guide further 
conversation and stories that took place during these time periods. 
 There was a 50% increase in those that defined themselves under the occupations that 
fell under the definition of “artist” during the years 1970 and 1976.  The monetary contributions 
of artists to their household income decreases between the two periods, when the consumer price 
index is taken into account.  There is also an economic recession that occurs during this time 
period that affects the rate of unemployment in the country as a whole, but specifically the artist 
occupation, which rises higher than any profession during this time. Education has the greatest 
effect on the earnings of female artists, and that overall they make only 36% of the median 
earnings of male artists (National Endowment for the Arts 1980). Notions about an artist’s sex, 
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earnings, and educational attainment direct the conversation for working artists.  The decade 
from 1970-1980 marks an 81% increase of artists in the labor force, which includes a doubling of 
the occupation in 26 states.  The definition of artist remains constant through to the end of the 
decade (National Endowment for the Arts1983). 
The NEA conducts surveys on age factors as well as desires and barriers concerning arts 
participation during the decade from 1982-1992.  The most significant factor that serves as a 
barrier to participation is that respondents did not have enough time to attend arts experiences.  
The youngest age group surveyed, ages 18-34, has the highest percentage of desire to increase 
attendance and the percentage numbers decrease as the population gets older (National 
Endowment for the Arts 1986). Further research takes into account period effects, aging effects, 
the rate of participation as it occurs from one cohort to the next, and participation via media 
sources including: radio, television, and sound recording.  Respondents that never married have 
higher rates of participation during this decade.  Terms such as highbrow and lowbrow are used 
to describe different types of arts experiences.  It is found that most age differences in arts 
participation are due to life course events such as: getting married or having children, rather than 
aspects of aging in general.  Education and income are also concluded to be the most decisive 
contributing factors in determining whether someone participated in the arts (Peterson and 
Sherkat 1995).  The themes taken into account in the aforementioned surveys depict the 
viewpoint of the arts sector on what has an influence on arts participation. 
In the 1997 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPPA) it is found that 50% of 
Americans (18 and older) attended a live performance within the past year.  When media is used 
as a form of arts participation, respondents were more evenly distributed across race, age, 
income, and educational attainment. New themes are considered on this survey pertaining to the 
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effect of home computers on learning about and creating art.  Survey respondents express that 
they had exposed their children to the arts at rates that were in line with their personal exposure 
levels.  When comparing arts to other leisure time activities, participating is similar for art and 
non-art activities in terms of flexibility of time and place.  New considerations for arts 
participation research are an example of the subsequent changes taking place within the 
American viewpoint of arts participation (National Endowment for the Arts 1998).   
The groundwork for a broader view of arts participation is laid in following years. 
Communal and cultural participation become intertwined with arts participation in general.  New 
strategies based on these connections are developed as a wider-view is taken into account 
(Walker 2001).  In line with this broadening trend, the NEA completes a survey in 2010 based on 
informal arts participation in both rural and urban communities. This research emphasizes the 
“where” of arts participation, a topic area that has not made its way into prior survey themes to 
this extent.  Although there is a greater concentration of arts and cultural activities in cities one 
cannot assume that more people participate at a higher rate in the city.  It is important to note that  
informal such as: attending outdoor festivals and arts activities at a place of worship are enjoyed 
at the same rate.   The research broadens definitions of participation to expand beyond the walls 
of a museum trip or theatrical performance, and to consider alternate avenues. (National 
Endowment for the Arts 2010).   
Follow-ups to the 2008 SPPA expand the definition of what Americans consider to be 
arts participation. An entire report discusses the new artistic knowledge that Americans have 
access to, via electronic and digital media. More than ever, researchers consider technology as a 
prominent theme to trace arts participation.  More than half of all American adults participate by 
using the internet to view paintings, read, post their own art online, and to listen to or watch live 
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performance (Bawa et al. 2010).  As technology expands the definition of arts participation, the 
most determining factor of participation, arts education, is on the decline. 
The declines take place during a time when public school acknowledgement of arts 
education is waning.  No matter their socioeconomic status, in 2008, all 18-24-year-olds are less 
likely to have a childhood arts education than those in 1982. Adult art classes or lessons play a 
bigger role in participation than childhood art classes or lessons, however, very few adults who 
take art classes did not receive arts education as children (Rabkin 2011).    
Following these surveys, the 2012 SPPA conducts and documents the decrease in levels 
of participation at visual or performing arts activities.   The classification of the data illuminates 
five broad areas of questioning such as arts attendance, reading literary works, arts consumption 
through electronic media, arts creation and performance, and arts learning.  The research 
suggests that 71% of adults in America consumed art through electronic media.  Some of the 
most popular forms of art making and participation included: social dancing, weaving, listening 
to music on mobile devices, and sharing photos over the Internet.  When arts participation was 
evaluated in the 1970’s, many of these modern modes of participation were simply nonexistent.  
These ways of partaking in the arts may even be considered “lowbrow” by earlier standards 
whereas in today’s society there seems to be a blurring of this distinction. 
Arts Participation Strategies and Intrinsic Benefits 
 Literature concerning strategies, implementation, and ways of understanding the intrinsic 
impact of arts experiences, depict the growing number of ways to examine arts participation in 
America.  Interesting strategies emerge from the ties between those that participate in the arts 
and those that participate in other cultural and communal activities.  Social and familial 
connections, religious and non-arts organizations, as well as an overall sense of civic-mindedness 
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can be considered when thinking about developing arts participation strategy (Walker 2001).  
Various leaders in the arts sector develop frameworks onto which arts participation can be 
understood as participation strategy begins to encompass different facets of leisure time 
including religious practices, along with other social interactions in general. 
 Authors Kevin McCarthy and Kimberly Jinnett develop their “framework for building 
participation in the arts” and take into account the decision-making process of individuals.  The 
authors’ model is based on behavior and is described in four stages: general consideration, 
benefits and costs, evaluation of opportunities, and a reassessment of benefits and costs.  
Identification of target audiences becomes as valuable as building participation and can be 
achieved through diversifying, broadening, and deepening (McCarthy and Jinnett 2001). 
Marketing that persuades a wider audience can be created by understanding how people arrived 
at decisions to attend arts experiences.   
 McCarthy’s work, in this same year, uncovers new ideas about a wider view of the 
benefits of both public and private arts experiences including both intrinsic and instrumental.  
The various instrumental benefits include cognitive, attitudinal and behavioral, health, social, 
and economic.  Intrinsic benefits encompass captivation, pleasure, expanded capacity for 
empathy, cognitive growth, creation of social bonds, and expression of communal meetings.  
Most benefits achieved in the arts are intrinsic and the more language that is provided to describe 
the impact, the more participation can be encouraged.  McCarthy’s work is meant to both help 
increase the number of participants as well as informs policy (McCarthy et al. 2004).   
 Alan Brown’s work in 2006 also highlights the necessary struggle for finding language in 
order to discuss the value of arts experiences.  He explains how McCarthy’s work sets up more 
of a policy platform, rather than a tool for arts practitioners.  Brown proceeds to set up his own 
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framework which gives a place for all benefits.  The benefits come from the arts experiences 
themselves and create a ripple effect that takes into account the experience’s immediacy as well 
as the effect on individual, interpersonal, and community benefits.  There are five different 
categories that all benefits fall into: the “imprint of an arts experience (intrinsic),” personal 
development, human interaction, communal meeting and civic discourse, and economic and 
micro-social benefits.  He places each of these categories into his framework.  Brown also 
examines why people participate in the arts that span from inventive (engaging the body, mind, 
and spirit) to ambient (not realizing that you are a participant) (Brown 2006).   
 A continuation of Brown’s research into intrinsic benefits occurs in 2007 with his 
“Assessing the Intrinsic Impacts of Live Performance.”  The authors of the study conclude that 
most arts organizations do not take into account the measurable impacts of the arts on their 
audience, which leads to “artistic autonomy.”  The purpose of the work should be more 
audience-centric in order to create more meaning.  In the research done for this study the 
audience’s readiness-to-receive the artwork (prior to the show) was measured as well as the 
intrinsic benefits that were received from the performance (after the show).  Overall, respondents 
report that they had a high level of confidence that they would enjoy the performance.  
Expectation of an enjoyable experience is found to be the best predictor of satisfaction.  
Captivation, intellectual stimulation, emotional resonance, spiritual value, aesthetic growth, and 
social bonding are all measured and proven to be different depending on the performance.  The 
authors suggest various strategies as a result of their findings, such as pre-performance 
engagement to provoke higher anticipation levels, and providing audience members with context 
before they sit in the theatre (Brown 2007).    
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 “Beyond Attendance: A Multi-Modal Understanding of Arts Participation,” is a report 
that was produced in response to the 2008 SPPA, adding conversation to the notion that 
Americans are participating in the arts in different ways that need to become part of the “cultural 
ecology.” The report defines three ways of participating in the arts, including personal creation, 
attending arts experiences, and participation through electronic media.  When the broad scope of 
arts participation is taken into account, 74% of American adults participate in the arts via at least 
one of the three methods.  The setting in which an arts experience takes place as well as the form 
of artistic expression are two main factors that influence the decision-making process.  
Boundaries blur when examining amateur versus professional artists along with ideas such as 
artistic genre, the physical setting, and the degree of creative control by the individual (Brown 
2011).  As the definition of arts participation transforms our cultural ecology must shift as well. 
 Consistent with the ecological viewpoint, Brown develops the arts sector “audience 
involvement spectrum,” which ranges from spectating to active, and from programs that are 
audience to participant based.  In order to support the changes in the cultural ecology, the need 
for active participants and diverse programming increases. (Brown 2011).   
Millennial Engagement and Teaching Strategies 
 
 As the cultural ecology shifts, so too are the ways in which Americans consume 
information in general.  Generational shifts may mean that organizations need to shift their 
values when it comes to marketing and engagement.  Some believe that the millennial generation 
has distinct characteristics that should be taken into account in order to make them audience 
members, while others believe the millennial generation is over-simplified and that an overall 
cultural shift is occurring.   
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 Some authors apply characteristics to millennials, such as sheltered, team-oriented, 
confident, achievement-oriented and pressured, multi-taskers, and techno-savvy.  Using these 
traits, recommended tactics to teach millennials include trial and error learning, environments 
that take technology into account, doing group activities, and presenting millennials with 
challenges (McAlister 2009).  Characteristic differences in the way that millennials absorb and 
respond to information can also be seen as over-simplified.   
 The millennial generation can be pigeonholed by defining characteristics.  Within the 
generation, diversity exists and can be displayed in areas such as learning style, background, and 
personality.  Some research suggests that those in the teaching role develop methods that are not 
only useful for a single generation, but instead deal with a wide-range of learners.  In order to 
facilitate learning for everyone, technological methods should emerge and an overall reframing 
should occur (DiLullo, McGee, and Kriebel 2011). 
Organizations are consistently reliant on concepts of loyalty and engagement while the 
world is changing around them.  New, nonprofit constituents must utilize innovative forms of 
engagement to support organizational cultures.  For the millennial generation, a virtuous cycle 
represents the path of: millennial inquisitor, millennial content consumer, millennial activist, and 
millennial peer agents and influencers.  The cycle highlights a millennial’s eagerness to learn, 
finding opportunities within the organization, using multiple channels of technology, and 
socially based models such as young professional groups.  In order to implement new 
engagement strategies, leadership should focus on engagement rather than participation 
(Saratovsky 2013).   
Intergenerational Programs and Shared-Sites as an Example of Program Sustainability 
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 My research includes a sample of interviewees from various age cohorts and has inspired 
me to research current intergenerational examples of sustainable programmatic movements 
within nonprofit organizations. These programs and their insistence on a wide-ranging arts 
participation age range inspired my own intergenerational study. “Elders Share the Arts” or 
“ESTA” is regarded as an example of intergenerational (IG) arts programming that serves to give 
those who are underserved a chance to be recognized.  ESTA devotes itself to the sharing of 
individual’s stories in the hopes of creating a common ground.  The program addresses 
challenges such as cultural conflict, the lack of support that young people experience, and age 
segregation. The sharing of IG stories gives each age cohort different ways to understand one 
another (Perlstein 1997).  Similar programs depicted as “shared-site” take into account the needs 
of a diverse range of age groups, and when art it considered, the programs create artistic 
relevance in the participants’ lives.  Examples of shared-site programs would incorporate 
participants from childcare centers, nursing homes, or assisted living facilities (Goyer 1998).   
 Other possible positive outcomes that emerge from intergenerational art classes consist of 
combating preconceived notions of childhood, disability, and elderliness.  Children exposed to 
elderly disability and illnesses were able to properly deal with the fear that arose out of these 
situations.  The communities created via these programs broaden learning opportunities and 
strengthen participation when genuine arts experiences are introduced (Heydon 2005).  The most 
positive outcomes of IGSS programs relate to impacts on age stratification models, and the 
mutual trust or “investment” that develops between the age cohorts.  Not only were these 
projects associated with programmatic sustainability, but social sustainability as well (Whiteland 
2013). 
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 In the discussion of IGSS there are important negative connotations.  In one instance, an 
individual believes that children are the priority concerning available resources.  Sound was 
found to be an environmental stressor for the seniors and many adults exhibited territorial 
behavior (Ruggiano 2012).    
The Missing Links of Arts Participation as Defined by the Literature 
 
 The literature defines where more research is necessary to fill in the gaps.  Accounts of 
audience motivators, specific intrinsic reasons as to why people participate, audience 
preferences, and individualized personality attributes and how they relate to the audience as a 
whole, are certain aspects that have not been studied (McCarthy and Jinnett 2001).  In addition, 
we may understand why people participate in arts experiences but it is unclear how different 
methods of participation produce different benefits (Brown 2006).  Spectating and participating 
have not been examined in terms of differences in participation benefits (Brown, Gilbride, and 
Novak 2011). 
 Stories and anecdotes about arts participation are abundant amongst audiences; however 
remain uncollected (Brown and Novak 2007).   Much is known in the area of children’s 
participation in the arts. In general, however, not much is known about adult’s participation 
(Brown, Gilbride, and Novak 2011). 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS & METHODOLOGY 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
• How can intergenerational dialogue about arts participation be created in order to find 
out why people of various generations have participated?  
• What are the implications for the sustainability of arts programming for the future that 
come from these discussions?   
Other questions will arise in my research, such as:  
• Does age play a role in arts participation?  
• Does how and where one grew up directly relate to the way in which they participate in 
the arts? Has the effect of arts education in schools played a role in arts participation?  
• Can those who are uninterested in art come to conclusions about specific changes in 
programming or marketing that would convince them to attend?   
• Do current millennial engagement strategies correlate to the dialogue about the arts?  
•  Are millennial engagement strategies more wide-ranging than their appeal to the 
specific generation?   
• Can individualized personality attributes pertain to the audience as a whole? 
 
METHODOLOGY 	  
The research presented will primarily be qualitative, and will revolve around 
documenting the oral history of varying generations both interested and uninterested in the 
arts.  My control will be interviewing participants that have defined themselves as artists 
(amateur or professional). I have found arts participants through local galleries, classes held 
through arts organizations, and through art leagues.  It will be the artist’s (active participant) 
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decision as to who will be their interview partner.  The person they choose will have a 
differing view, either as an arts spectator or completely not inclined towards arts experiences.  
This person does not have to be related to the individual; however, they must be of another 
generation.  Conversation from the interviews will be recorded and then coded for importance 
and trends that lend themselves to the research question. 
I held pre-interviews with the participants to gauge the themes of the interviews and 
their unique relationship to the person with which they chose to interview.. In a few interviews, I 
spoke with professional artists whose views I found pertinent, specifically related to the impact of 
previous generations on their work.  
 Stanley Payne’s discussion of “free-answer” questioning in his book The Art of Asking 
Questions inspired the questions during interviews.  He describes issues with the free-answer 
format and cites people leaving out answers that they may deem too obvious.  However, he 
describes this way of question asking as “uninfluenced” and as a way “to solicit suggestions, to 
obtain elaborations, to elicit reasons, to evaluate arguments, to explore knowledge and memory, 
and to classify respondents (Payne 1951).”   
 Throughout the interview process, I utilized notions of oral history documentation.   
Focusing on questions that lead with “how” and “why” is important in the creation of meaningful 
storytelling interviews.  Memory will be at the core of these interviews, as it is in oral history 
interviews, “from which meaning can be extracted and preserved (Ritchie 2014).”  In my 
interviews, however, there will be less emphasis on historically significant facts and more 
emphasis on collecting personal stories and anecdotes as they relate to arts participation.  In 
some cases, my interviews may even have crossover into the “folklorist” category.  “A folklorist, 
being as interested in the way a story is told as in its substance, would interview the couple 
together to observe the interplay as one begins a story and the other finishes it…folklorists are 
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more concerned with ‘recognizing identifiable patterns’ in the way people shape their narrative 
(Ritchie 2014).” 
These methods will be appropriate to my question as they will be the best way of 
documenting personal accounts of art participation experiences.  I formatted questions to fill the 
gaps in the literature with a focus on understanding and documenting people’s stories.  These 
conversations will focus on some major themes including,  intrinsic benefits of arts experiences, 
technological changes and how they impact arts participation, familial motivators, differences in 
arts education, and personality attributes.  Creating questions that allow discussion and 
understanding of which factors determine why people participate in the arts will help to improve 
our understanding of arts programming.  
LIMITATIONS & HYPOTHESIS 
LIMITATIONS 
 
 The time constraints of interviewees played a large role in my ability to speak with them. 
The span of organizations and individuals who responded limits the diversity of participants in 
the interview process. Since I contacted organizations during one of the most stressful times 
(fiscal year-end appeals), the number of potential for interviewees decreased. Because of these 
limitations, my personal network became my primary source for interviewees. 
The most limiting factor is the format of the interviews themselves.. I turned away 
many interested interviewees at the last moment because they could not find an interview 
partner that fit the specifications.    Consequently, I chose some individual professional artists 
because they wanted to share their pertinent stories regardless of this issue. My own bias exists 
in terms of the way in which younger generations, including millennials, participate.  
Traditional ways of participating in terms of visiting museums and theatres may not be as 
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popular or important amid younger generations.  Issues may arise when thinking about the 
traditional forms of participation that older generations may describe, which may make it hard 
to create important and relevant dialogue between the two.  
HYPOTHESIS 
 
 By documenting and understanding the stories of a spectrum of arts participants of a 
variety of generations, we begin to understand why people participate the way they do.  
Collecting anecdotes directly from their source determines motivators, preferences, and specific 
personality attributes that relate to artists and non-artists.  Understanding active participants, 
spectators, those that are not inclined, and their stories geared towards art experiences, will 
determine how the arts sector transforms with the ever-changing cultural ecology.   
 Comprehending the trends that are relevant today and that were relevant in previous 
generations can create more sustainable programming, marketing, and communication that is 
relatable to broader audiences.  Continuing to figure out where the sector can fill in the gaps of 
knowledge about arts participation can tell the story of a bigger population, ultimately creating a 
language for “real” and “measurable” benefits of arts experiences.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTERVIEWEES & THEMES 
INTRODUCTION TO INTERVIEES 	  
I interviewed seven pairs of people from varying generations and two people singularly.  
The people selected were mainly introduced to me through my connections with artists at an art 
gallery in Chestnut Hill, PA.  Two artists in particular, Helene Halstuch—who I interviewed with 
her mother, and Susannah Hart Thomer—whom I did not interview, provided me with further 
connections (Arnold Winker, Carol Salter, Judy Battaglia, and Lauren Kahn) to their artist 
networks and ultimately made this process possible.  Clarissa Shanahan is a local, Chestnut Hill 
artist, who I met through my internship at the Chestnut Hill Business Association.  Throughout 
my search for interviewees I contacted Giovanni Casadei—who I stumbled upon after 
researching art classes around Philadelphia to attend and recruit for interviewees.  I had the 
opportunity to speak briefly with Casadei and a snippet of his story will be included in this paper.  
Giovanni Casadei is an Italian artist who was born in 1956.  He is a professional artist and 
currently teaches art classes with Fleisher Art Memorial.  I met Maryanne Buschini through one 
of Casadei’s classes.  Mandi Rush is a local server at a restaurant and after meeting her at the 
Chestnut Hill Historical Society and explaining my thesis—she remarked that she had the perfect 
person to interview with, Jennifer Jaffee.  Everyone who I interviewed is a visual artist, although 
in their interviews they speak about other art forms and the influence of those arts experiences. 
Arnold Winkler, from Vienna (born in 1939) and his sister-in law Lynn, from 
Philadelphia (born in 1954) were a captivating pair that have known each other for 23 years.  
Their stories were emotionally charged and lined with a tinge of despair as Winkler consistently 
referred to his wife’s current condition with Alzheimer’s.  One could say that Arnold Winkler is 
obsessed with photography.  Upon walking into his home you are greeted with stacks of his work 
lining the perimeter of the first floor rooms.  Of course the walls are covered as well—with some 
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of his more prized works.  Winkler went to school in a little town in Vienna, unlike Lynn who 
attended St. Hubert’s, a Catholic school in Philadelphia. 
Judy Battaglia (born in 1943) was interviewed with her son, Ben (born in 1977).  Ben 
grew up in Philadelphia and went on to study at Wagner School on Staten Island, NYC for 
college.  Judy is originally from upstate NY and went to Buffalo State’s art program.  Ben has 
been going through some rough patches over the last ten years—through a divorce and a difficult 
breakup.  Judy is divorced from Ben’s father who is also an artist.  Ben has high regard for his 
mother’s artwork and consistently recognizes in conversation that the two learn very differently.  
Battaglia showed me her wonderful home studio where she conceives of her beautiful artwork—
and I met her cat too. 
Carol Salter (born in 1952) and her daughter Jess (born in 1986) are from the 
Philadelphia suburbs.  Carol received her degree in fine art, which she did not get until late on in 
life when she attended Montgomery Community College and later Rosemont College.  Jess is 
currently in graduate school studying to be a licensed professional counselor.  Jess and Carol’s 
conversations center around feelings of “flow” and characteristic traits of artists—as Jess talks 
much about her mother’s interaction with painting and how it affected her personality.   
Lauren Kahn (born in 1963) and her mother Sue (born in 1940) both attended schools in 
Philadelphia.  Sue received her degree in advertising from Moore College.   Lauren Kahn 
attended Baldwin high school—an all girls school in Bryn Mawr, she is currently a clinical social 
worker and therapist.  Sue opened her interior design business 53 years ago.  Sue juggled art-
making with raising children—oftentimes using them as muses (Kahn showed me a sculpture 
that her mother made of her when she was little on their mantle).  Kahn’s own children are 
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artistically talented themselves and they both believe that are is a fundamental part of human 
growth and development. 
Jennifer Jaffee (born in 1955) and her friend Mandi Rush (born in 1991) have very 
different backgrounds.  Jaffee grew up in Saratoga Springs, NY where she first conceived of the 
artist’s collaborative “TODT” with her brothers.  Mandi went to high school in a Philadelphia 
suburb and was focused mainly on sports.  In their interview Mandi is consistently inspired by 
Jaffee’s story as an artist in NYC in the 80’s.  Jaffee’s stories are remarkable—clinging onto the 
experimental artist collaboration of her 1980’s underground art experiences.   
Helene Halstuch (born in 1954) and her mother Betty (born in 1927) also grew up in two 
very different worlds.  Betty grew up in Germany during a very tumultuous time and moved to 
NYC.  When Halstuch was born they lived in the Bronx and then later they moved to Queens.  
Betty remembered enrolling in a charcoal class at City College (Helene never knew that 
happened until the interview).  Helene is currently an artist and massage therapist in Philadelphia 
where she lives with her husband.  Betty has supported Helene’s artwork her whole life and 
encourages her to pursue her artistic endeavors. 
Maryanne Buschini (born in 1954) and her son Ben (born in 1988) interviewed together.  
Buschini grew up in Westchester County, New York and Ben grew up going to a Waldorf 
School in Kimberton.  His mom would drive him and his brother from Chestnut Hill to school 
everyday.  Buschini attended school at the University of Oklahoma (after transferring from 
Alfred State College).  It was wonderful listening to Ben reflect on his mother’s life as an artist 
and how he is reminded of her every time he participates in an artistic experience.  Similarly, 
Buschini is proud that she has given him this appreciation. 
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Clarissa Shanahan was born in 1966 and grew up in Long Island, NY where she attended school 
and lived with her mother and sister.  Her father was divorced from her mother and lived on the 
Upper East Side of Manhattan.  Shanahan attended PAFA after being a filmic scene painter in 
New York for many years.  She moved to Chestnut Hill to put herself back together after her 
difficult divorce.  Shanahan’s story revolved around her need to make art her whole life and the 
therapy that it has provided her with.  
 
I look forward to telling you their stories. 
INTRODUCTION TO THEMES 	  
There are five major themes that this paper cover: Familial Impact & The Cycle of Arts 
Appreciation & Identity, Why do Artists Make Art, The Artist’s Inner Struggle & Why (Some) 
People Are Not Artists, The Connections Artists Make, and Intergenerational Changes in the 
Definition of Art & What It Means to Be an Artist.  There will be sub-headings under each of the 
themes that identify more concisely how the themes are broken down.   
 
Familial Impact & The Cycle of Arts Appreciation & Identity highlights personal family 
relationships, which had substantial influences on the artists and non-artists that I interviewed.  
Positive familial influences and early artistic intervention from these relationships in 
combination with not being pushed into making art—make a cyclical sort of pattern, where arts 
appreciation can be passed down to the next generation.  The research suggests that artists should 
create more family traditions around the arts, which become routine and then likely to be 
continued by the next generation.  When children can begin to associate art with having a 
positive impact they will be more likely to pass it on to their own children.  The two people in 
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my interviews who believe that anyone can be an artist (Clarissa Shanahan and Arnold Winkler) 
both expressed that they were not pushed into marking art and had specific positive familial 
experiences.  
 
Why Do Artists Make Art gets to the very core of the frustration that many artists have when 
asked about why they do art.  Some struggle with the inability to articulate their love for making 
art, while a few are completely comfortable with not knowing why.  Many artists express a need 
to create and experiment with their art form.  The answer to the question of why an artist makes 
art spans from ideas of “flow,” therapeutic benefits, contributions to spiritual and human growth, 
and art as being a vehicle for exploration.  People need to create in general and it is a distinct part 
of being human.  Art, for my interviewees is not a choice—it is inborn and it is what they need to 
do in order to live. 
 
The Artist’s Inner Struggle & Why (Some) People Are Not Artists identifies that being an 
artist is not simply about the physicality of the artwork created, but also the tedious nature of the 
process.  The time and energy that goes into making the artwork is oftentimes not a commonly 
told story.  The artists that I have interviewed are immersed in a specific process that breeds 
creative things.  Because artists spend so much time in their process, it is likely that many of 
them—including many of my interviewees—are sensitive about their own work being viewed.  It 
is interesting to note also that non-artists often relate to critical experiences in their childhoods 
where they were told they were not good enough at art and therefore did not continue to pursue 
it.  Many artists possess specific attributes and personality traits from the non-artists experiences 
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in school. These attributes, described by some of my interviewees, consider their inner struggle 
on a on a different, more human, level. 
 
The Connections Artists Make takes into account the ways that artists learn and the type of 
tribal culture that those similarities breed. Artists often form communities that are built around 
their personality types.  These artists have found their place to fit in—a place where they can be 
accepted for how they think about the world around them.  It is not uncommon that artists have 
mentors who guide them and some even become teachers themselves who serve to inspire the 
next generation of visual learners. 
 
Intergenerational Changes in the Definition of Art & What It Means to Be an Artist 
comments on the ever changing natural of cultural ecology and the arts.  The ways in which arts 
organizations are interacting with the public need to change just as informal and formal arts 
experiences are changing.  As social media is becoming a more popular source for obtaining 
information, there are more widespread viewpoints, which ultimately has the capability of 
leading to a broader definition of art.  As current engagement strategies gain in popularity, they 
challenge ideas of millennial-specific engagement strategies.   
CHAPTER 2: FAMILIAL IMPACT & THE CYCLE OF ARTS APPRECIATION & 
IDENTITY 
SPECIFIC FAMILY MEMBER’S POSITIVE SUPPORT 
  
 Arnold Winkler remembered when he was a child in Vienna and his father gave him a 
camera—this was his first introduction to photography—which eventually became his creative 
outlet.  Winkler was told by his father to ‘take a couple of pictures at home every week so that I 
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know what’s going on’ while he fighting in World War I.  Although Winkler’s photography was 
not considered art at that point, but the distinct family connection that his father established was 
a foundation, which shaped Winkler’s lifestyle in his later years. The impact that the gift from 
his father created should not be underestimated.  His father gave him a way in which to cherish 
family memories and take part in Winkler’s life regardless of being there physically.  He gave 
Winkler a deep understanding for what photography had the capability of imparting—a sense of 
presence, a sense of joy, and a sense of familial pride—which would only later be related to an 
art form in Winkler’s life.   In this way memories were transferred from son to father and were 
built around the process of viewing the “art” that Winkler was making.  Storytelling—in 
Winkler’s family—carries great importance from a young age.   
 The most substantial role that a family member can have on an artist’s life comes at an 
early age for many of the artists that I interviewed.  Clarissa Shanahan—a fine artist who studied 
at PAFA, most notably—remembered the first time she was told that art school existed.  Her 
grandmother’s sister—who was an artist—introduced her to the idea.  “…I couldn’t believe 
something like that existed,” Clarissa stated about the idea of art school when she was younger.  
Unfortunately she lost touch with “Ree” as they called her, however, she remembered that the 
direction “Ree” gave her.  She remembered the artistic bond that someone in her own family 
shared with her and the impact that it had on her life as an artist.  Later in Shanahan’s life, she 
remembered re-establishing a relationship with her dad and the substantial impact that it had on 
the legitimacy of her career.  Her father was quick to dispel any ideas about artists not being able 
to make a life for themselves.   She stated that there was an acknowledgement of, “whether its 
pragmatic or not, or whether there’s a viable future in it or not, but he was somebody who made 
it (art) accessible that way.”   
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 Helene Halstuch’s participation in art was also impacted by her family’s support.  Much 
of the support came in the way of her mother, Betty, who was encouraged by her own mother to 
do art doing the “war time.”  In Helene’s case there were pre-existing traditions of artistic 
support.   When asked why she encouraged Helene at such a young age, Betty stated, “Because I 
watched her when she was very little, and she showed that she had something…” Her 
recognition of that “something” in her own child was similar to the recognition that her own 
mother had in her.  Why did Betty support Helene in all of her artistic undertakings?  “What 
mother doesn’t want her child to succeed?  If she wants art...”  Betty’s role as a mother led to 
Helene’s perseverance as an artist.  Betty’s own childhood experiences reflect the path that she 
carved out for her daughter—the path that she still continues to follow.  Thinking back on 
Helene’s childhood, both mother and daughter reminisced about simple things such as Play-Doh.  
Helene would sit and sculpt and it was as easy as her mother letting her do so that allowed for 
that memory to resonate.  Both—although very different personalities—have patience with one 
another’s passions.   
 Having someone that “understands” you as a part of the family dynamic created positive 
and motivating experiences for many of the artists who I spoke with.  In the case of Lauren 
Kahn—who practices clinical social work and is a therapist—and her mom Sue—who spent 
much of her visual arts career as an interior designer, there was an understanding that was 
irreplaceable.  Sue described Saturday mornings with her mother—taking a subway and two 
buses to “Fleishers” (art memorial in Philadelphia, known for their art classes).  Her first grade 
teacher at the time did not think she was any more talented than any of the other 32 students in 
the class, in fact the teacher thought she was the least talented.  As years went on and her mother 
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continued the Saturday morning tradition, Sue’s mother could be heard saying, “Ha!  What did 
she know!?” 
 Maryanne Buschini, Judy Battaglia, and Giovanni Casadei— visual artists from the 
Philadelphia area—discussed distinct moments of encouragement in terms of their art-making.  
Buschini remembered drawing with her mother as a child and Battaglia remembers being 
dragged to her father’s studio openings and having art “always around.”  Casadei explained his 
life in Italy as a child—where is uncle used to take him to churches and museums.  By age 14 
Casadei had seen all of the artistic establishments in Rome.  It was his uncle’s dedication in 
bringing him to these places that ultimately allowed Casadei to form his own aesthetic.  He 
described his uncle as someone who liked beauty and was a metal worker.  Because of his 
uncle’s early influence, Casadei was able to be more sensitive to the beauty that surrounds him, 
ultimately it was his uncle and aunt who gave him money to finance his artistic endeavors 
because they recognized that same “something” in him that Helene’s mom did.   
 Survey respondents in the 1997 SPPA expressed that their rates of exposure to the arts 
were similar to the rates at which they were subjecting their children to (National Endowment for 
the Arts 1998).  When considering those I interviewed, it is important to consider the familial 
influence of art and how it passes down through each generation.  Familial connections are 
important to remember when organizations reflect on their own arts participation strategies 
(Walker 2001).  Social interactions, especially based on family ties and instances exemplified by 
the stories of my interviewees, reflect the importance of familial structure and demonstrate how 
arts events could utilize the personal experiences of the public to gain participation.  
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FAMILY TRADITIONS IN THE ARTS 	  
Traditions in the arts range from seeing a holiday show every year to visiting a museum 
every Saturday.  Regardless of the frequency of times—creating memories through art can 
impact the next generation’s arts participation tendencies.  Oftentimes it is the creation of 
memories that make these arts tradition so important. Carol Salter—a visual artist and Jess 
Salter—her daughter, reminisced about how much she loved plays and remembered her parents 
taking her to shows at a very young age.  The phrase “Taking the kids” attaches itself to 
childhood memories, especially when done consistently.  These memories are shared at a rather 
personal level between family members and then passed down to the next generation of arts 
appreciators.   
 When Clarissa Shanahan travels to one of her closest friends—in Dallas, Texas—she 
makes it a point to visit the art fair and go to the museums and galleries.  She and her friends 
always do art stuff together when she is in town.  The creation of these memories is always tied 
to the arts in some way.   
 Sundays in Helene Halstuch’s family consisted of going to different museums.  When her 
mother Betty talked about their museum trips she mentioned that that was their day out; it was 
their day to be together as a family.  This idea of togetherness is the power of familial traditions 
grounded in art.  They create a common artistic thread amongst family members, which builds a 
foundation of artistic learning and aesthetic value.  As arts education is on a declining path in 
schools, it becomes more important to have artistic exposure outside of the classroom.  
Regardless of socioeconomic status, in 2003, 18-24 year olds were less likely to have an arts 
education as a child, than children in 1982 (Rabkin 2011).  Because one of the highest factors in 
determining adult arts participation is having arts education as a child, family arts traditions 
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become even more significant.  Based on my findings, certain arts participation strategies would 
be most effective when family options for attendance are abundant.  
 
ART EVOKING CHILD-LIKE CURIOSITY 	  
It is interesting to note that childhood experiences in the arts play an interesting role for 
artists.  Many adult artists describe having child-like experiences when making art.  This also is 
true for adults who are arts appreciators and spectators.    Jess Salter associated going to the 
theatre in relation to putting on shows and playing as a child.  As a child she loved to create and 
watching a theatrical performance brings her back to moments when she would play with a 
child-like sensibility.  Helene Halstuch described children as natural artists.  She believes that as 
we become adults we lose that child-like sensibility.  I believe that many artists do art to go back 
to a child-like curiosity and to relish in something that they never want to lose touch with.  
Helene stated, “…I think people lose that, unfortunately, a lot of people do. I would like to think 
that we’re a lot more open minded today, and the art experience is more open than it was years 
ago, where there was more delineation.” 
 Of all the artists that I spoke with, none were more interested in the art of having fun with 
art as Jennifer Jaffee—member of the world-renown artist collaborative, TODT.  She spoke of 
her whimsical childhood with her brothers, who are also part of the collaboration, in a nostalgic 
tone, “We were poets and painters and explore(rs) and have a curiosity and really as I review it, I 
think the family dynamic was always such that we were always playing—and  playing 
creatively…I think we’ve taken that, those instincts in a way, and brought them into an aesthetic 
and intellectual place… that we could incorporate the things that we were interested as kids and 
into the same dynamic of being together and kind of what that meant, which could be fun!”  It is 
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clear that Jaffee makes art because it is fun and brings her back to her creative childhood. 
Thinking about the impact of such engagement leads me to understand why people make art in 
the first place.  In an effort to raise the value of arts experiences and add necessary language for 
these discussions to take place, one must recall important experiences of one’s past, allow 
boundless opportunities to be creative, and most importantly maintain the curiosity that one has 
in childhood.  
 
NOSTALGIC MEMORIES THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY 	  
Stories of artists’ childhoods and, in some cases the arts experiences that those artists 
have passed on to their children, continue a cultural of art appreciation tied to familial values and 
traditions.  Childhood memories intertwine with these artistic experiences; without these 
experiences it is likely that their creative recollections would not exist.  Arnold Winkler stated, “I 
come from a college in which (art) was part of the education, I was not tickled pink because I 
was not particularly interested but if I hadn’t this introduction, then I might never ever have 
developed any…affiliation to art and by knowing, ‘Ok, I can use my photography to go to an art 
show, ‘ this was something which possibly never would have come up in my life and with the 
basic education which I got 50-60 years ago now I felt tempted to try it, see what would happen.”  
Winkler’s initial inclination to try photography may not have been from the most positive 
experiences with art growing up—as he was not inclined to create in college.  However, this 
initial experience increased the likelihood of trying it later in life.    
 Arnold Winkler’s photography became more relevant later on in his life.  His attachment 
to his family and documentation of those memories is apparent in his work.  Lynn, his sister-in-
law visited Vienna with Arnold and spoke of the experience, “I can remember being in Vienna 
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with you (Arnold) and I can remember the camera all the time, for some reason, maybe before 
then I don’t quite remember quite as much, it could be as you retired maybe like as you got 
closer to retirement, it could be when Marlene (Arnold’s wife) got sick…cause now you don’t 
come to my house without a camera.”  The story of Winkler’s family attaches to the idea of 
capturing memories with a camera in order to hold on to moments.  Sue also expressed the idea 
of loving photography, she states, “I like capturing and freezing a moment…my favorite thing is 
to photograph faces…and capturing and freezing the moment. There’s something exciting about 
it.”  Intrinsically, these two photographers expressed a certain nostalgic tone towards taking 
photos.  They are reclaiming, saving, and sharing history.  They are rekindling memories in an 
aesthetically pleasing way, mainly to share with their friends and families that may otherwise be 
forgotten.  Winkler’s art exemplifies many of the intrinsic benefits Kevin McCarthy describes.  
But, above all his photographs help him and his family to create important social bonds.  His 
stories give rise to meaningful conversation about the importance of taking photographs.  The 
growth of expressing and collecting this language can help encourage further participation in the 
arts (McCarthy et al. 2004). 
 
ANYONE CAN DO ART, IF THEY WANT TO 	  
When speaking to Arnold Winkler you notice not only his love of taking photos but his 
conviction that anyone has the capability to take a “good” picture.  Upon asking Winkler the 
question, “So if you learn these tools (ones he has outlined that are needed to take a photo 
including a main subject and correct exposure), you could take a (good) picture?”  He handed me 
his camera and prompted me to take a photograph.  This the approach of someone whose life has 
been deeply impacted by the art in which he does.  Arnold has learned the tools needed to 
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express himself through photography and his deepest hope is not only to impact the memories of 
those that view his work, but also to share his craft and encourage others to do the same.   
 When speaking with Judy Battaglia (visual artist) and her son, Ben, I prompted them to 
tell me whether they thought anyone could be an artist.  They both responded positively to the 
question.  I then stated, “…you have to want to.”  Ben replied, “Well yeah, there has to be some 
sort of passion.”  Clarissa Shanahan reiterated this notion; she exemplifies that passion with her 
work, and also believes that anyone can be an artist.  When asked if she thinks that anyone can 
be an artist she stated, “You know, I do.  I think it’s kind of a combination of certain things…it’s 
like you kind of really have to want it, it’s not an easy road.”  It seems from my discussions with 
both Winkler and Shanahan that “wanting it” and “making it” in terms of art are independent of 
one another.  What is most likely, in my point of view, is that those will “want it” more if they 
had a family member who guided them and gave them tools at a young age, and simply 
continues a consistent routine of arts appreciation in their childrens’ lives.   The “passion” that 
each artist possesses comes from a number of places; most however, were artistically inclined 
since childhood, likely due to the influence of family members.  
 
SELF IDENTITY AS AN ARTIST AND ACCEPTANCE FROM WIDER PUBLIC 	  
Arnold Winkler and Clarissa Shanahan both made claims about not being pushed into the 
art that do currently and created in the past.  Arnold explained, “Nobody’s pushing me, nobody 
is forcing me and nobody says, ‘don’t do that’ because that will be an invitation to do it 
immediately.”  “I didn’t really get pushed in this direction, but I didn’t really get held back from 
it…I was largely left on my own to figure everything out.”  Although Shanahan received 
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inspiration at a young age to attend art school—she never felt forced to do anything.  The open-
endedness of the paths that both Winkler and Shanahan took should not be taken for granted.  
 It is interesting to also note that both Shanahan and Winkler talked about their positive 
self-identity as an artists. I found in these interview that to be accepted as an artist has differing 
levels of importance for various artists.  For Shanahan the road was not an easy one: -…“Self 
identity as an artist is such a loaded thing… it took me years and years and years of making a 
living with a paintbrush before I was able to say I was an artist…I didn’t feel qualified to…real 
artists are the ones who make paintings and sell them in galleries, and are in museums and so 
forth. … It’s amazing to find out what kind of preconceived ideas you grow up with about what 
qualifies and what doesn’t.  And this is even after having had a pretty nurturing art education 
throughout my public school education.” The first time Shanahan landed a gallery show was the 
first time she thought that she could make a living as an artist.   
 Winkler showed me the first thing he did, “and it turned out reasonable [sic] well.”  His 
temptation to continue art stemmed from the success of his triptych (painting comprised of three 
separate canvases that are meant to viewed as one piece).  “…If I hadn’t done this triptych and if 
it hadn’t been accepted by a great number of people.  I would not have been tempted to try it 
again.”  Although Shanahan and Winkler were never clearly “unaccepted” for their work, it was 
only when Shanahan was offered her first show, and Winkler’s first piece of photography was 
successful amongst a number of people, that they finally felt like they could be an “artist.”  
These two artists, as previously mentioned, were also never pushed into art and did it because 
they had some inclination, some passion, and because they wanted it.  They recalled their own 
childhood memories concerning art and remain certain that anyone has the ability to be an artist. 
Perhaps their own successful acceptance into the art scene justifies their claim that viewers can 
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do art as well.   Just as they have been welcomed in to the world of art with open arms, they 
extend their arms to others.   
When considering these instances where acceptance into the art scene occurs, the artists 
experienced a positive family influence and dealt with the challenges of becoming an artist. This 
harkens back to the research concerning current engagement strategy and how leadership should 
be more focused on engagement rather than participation (Saratovsky 2013).  Guiding people on 
paths that are a bit more open-ended, rather than specific, and relying more on a visitor’s choices 
can ultimately lead to a more enjoyable experience.  Not being pushed into art, in the same way 
Shanahan and Winkler have exemplified can in some way impact the way we see arts 
participation in general—the art sector can develop strategies to include what people feel the 
most passionate about, under the assumption that anyone can be a participant. 
 
ARTISTS TELL THEIR STORIES THROUGH ART & PEOPLE LIKE IT 	  
Personal connections can be important in the process of making art and viewing it as 
well. When an artist includes their own stories in their work, they elevate the likelihood of 
acceptance into artistic communities and by spectators.     Carol Salter explained, “We have 
bought artwork –you’re more prone to buy it when you talk to the artist… you get that personal 
connection to them.” When working as the board chair for the Greater Norristown Art League, 
Salter encouraged artists to be present.  “If you can be there to talk to people, that helps to sell a 
painting…A lot of times people will get artwork that they want to know the story behind.” The 
sharing of stories through artwork becomes an important concept when trying to understand an 
artist’s acceptance and their own self-identity as artist.  If their memories can be expressed in a 
way that resonates with their audience, they will be received well.  This circles back to life 
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experiences, familial values, and universal morals that have been instilled in artists and 
audiences beginning in childhood.  If an artist grows up with an artistic background from a 
young age, he or she can develop a language to express themself and understand how to converse 
with arts appreciators and spectators.   
 There is certainly artwork that begs interpretation and background knowledge.  As in 
Clarissa Shanahan’s work nothing is really as it seems.  There is a certain veil of mystery and 
dream-like nature to her work.  Understanding her inspiration and personal story uncover reasons 
as to why the work was made in the first place.  “…When I was growing up in Long Island, there 
was an asylum there called Pilgrim States.  And it had a horrific name like ‘asylum for the 
criminally insane’ or something like that.  And any time we passed it on the expressway, you 
could see it…I was obsessed with it.”  Further conversation as to why Shanahan was “obsessed” 
with it revealed that she was interested in how “unloved” it looked and how it was beautiful, yet 
decrepit.  She stated, “…I know myself well enough to know that I see things through the filter 
of my own experience, and I see it through the filter of having grown up without anything.”  
Simple memories such as this from her childhood impact the subject matter for her paintings 
later in life.  “Nature reclaims it,” in the end—many of her paintings end up that way.  
 Shanahan likes talking about her artwork to those that want to talk about it, just like she 
was not pushed into art—she does not like to force others to talk about it.  Art is a very personal 
thing to Shanahan, although her paintings are meaningful when taken into context with her story, 
she believes that personal interpretation by the viewer is important.  Shanahan is comfortable 
with knowing what the paintings mean to her and having them mean something totally different 
for a viewer.  “I think what’s important is to allow for consideration, allow for a discourse about 
something…that there’s room for interpretation, and that even if something is spelled 
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out…people feel differently.”  Although childhood memories may guide Shanahan’s artistic 
subject matter, they may not necessarily guide what a viewer receives from the experience of 
viewing her paintings—and that is OK by her.  I approached Shanahan with the question ‘what 
can spectators gain from hearing from you?’  Shanahan responded by remarking that she would 
turn the question around, and ask what the artwork means to them.  “…What kind of 
preconceived ideas do YOU have, how does that affect your experience of it?”  The open-ended 
questioning that Shanahan would pose to her viewers and to arts organizations exhibiting her 
work make her artwork adaptable, living, and probing.   
 During the interview with Judy Battaglia and her son Ben, I asked, “Would you look at it 
(her art) differently if you heard her talk about the way that she’s talking about it?”  Ben 
remarked that his mom explains the process of her art making quite frequently—as well as where 
her inspiration lies.  When I asked her son why he thought his mother made art he replied, “that I 
don’t ask because it’s not my piece.  The ‘why’ isn’t that important...that’s kind of personal.” 
And it is, very personal.  So personal in fact that I believe it may have something to do with the 
anonymity of Jennifer Jaffee’s collaborative, TODT.  In her work she explains, “If anything, the 
anonymity was to get rid of gender, get rid of the story, it was quite the opposite than being 
individual, and artist is always the mastermind…I really want to avoid it and just have the 
freedom to do whatever wanted and TODT in gothic German means, ‘very dead,’ it was a word 
that became kind of interesting to us because of the nature of the work; it was work that kind of 
confronted the negative and what was perceived positive.” 
Talking to artists about their lives can give audiences more context in which to view their 
work.  Having this type of pre-performance or pre-exhibit engagement can provoke higher 
anticipation levels and lends well to higher participation levels (Brown 2007).  It is known that 
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active artists are the most likely to attend arts programs (Brown 2011).  If we can tell the diverse 
stories of artists, then perhaps there can be more inspiration and an increase in audience 
attendance rate.  More diverse programming is needed in order to support the changes in our 
cultural ecology and to tell the stories of these artists  
 
THE WOW-FACTOR OF SPECTATING HAPPENS BECAUSE OF PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS 	  
Art is most exciting when there is a distinct appreciation of artistic ability.  Lynn talked 
about Arnold Winkler’s photography, “I think what he chooses to photograph…there’s a big 
wow-factor for me, its sort of like he caught that!  He got it.  I never look at his work and 
think…’why would he choose this?’”  Winkler talked similarly about his experiences at Jazz 
concerts, “…I like the experience that they can do something on the fly which nobody expected, 
and they possibly didn’t either…”   
 Both Carol and Jess explained experiences of art spectating in which they were in awe of 
the artist’s ability.  Carol also expressesed the idea that one does not need to be an artist to 
appreciate artistic ability and understand talent.  Betty—Helene Halstuch’s mom who does not 
consider herself an artist stated that she does not know about art but she is still able to take it in.   
Betty loves her daughters paintings and it was an honor to be able to talk to her about them.  I do 
not think that Helene knew how much her mother loved her artwork.  She commented that at her 
daughter’s open house, she came up to one painting because it was so serene and beautiful—she 
then asked Helene to raise the price.   Ben, Judy Battaglia’s son talked about growing an 
appreciation for art as he got older.  He stated, “…while I can’t actually technically make it, it’s 
just the experience of watching it…I think enhanced—and having artist parents…not so much at 
first, but then later in life I got to appreciate it.”  In a discussion about the excitement of art, Judy 
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and Ben also related painting to cooking.  He explained, “…so it’s the process of a really good 
cook, or a really good artist—just watching.  It’s something I can’t do, so it’s kind of 
fascinating.”    Judy finds a similar sense of fascination in the way that artwork is perceived.  She 
believes that the most successful artwork is never boring—you can climb into it and see 
something new every time.  Judy believes that there is a very personal reason as to why people 
are drawn to certain works of art. Art speaks to people in different ways and there is a certain 
energy shared between the viewer and the artwork; the viewer recognizes himself or herself as 
part of the energy.  
 Judy’s experiences viewing artwork have an inspirational vibe to them.  She has an 
admiration for artists who can create work that is transformative.  Lauren Kahn and her mother, 
Sue, talked about a similar notion in their interview.  Lauren stated, “…it’s almost like a spiritual 
experience, and even just watching people, I had so much admiration for what it takes to actually 
get yourself onto a stage and perform.”  Lauren’s admiration comes from the confidence, which 
is needed to be an artist.  The artists that exhibit this sort of confidence are those that are similar 
to Arnold Winkler and Clarissa Shanahan by way of artistic acknowledgment and success.  Most 
likely, these are the artists that have been endowed with the passion and “wanting” for art since 
childhood.  It is also likely that they had someone in their family who supplied them with the 
tools they needed, were motivators, or in some way influenced their art making ability by 
presenting them to art. 
 In relation to the exciting idea of being an arts appreciator or audience member, I was 
curious to find out if my interviewees felt that good artists made good audience members.  
Lauren Kahn responded that she thought that artists have a different sense of appreciation.  
There’s a specific recognition that takes place when an artist views art, they understand what has 
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gone into the piece—the time, energy, and training.   Mandi (Jennifer Jaffee’s young friend and 
interview partner), replied that she loves focusing in on one person in a performance and seeing, 
“them put all that effort and work into it and to immerse themselves into this character… (so) I 
can believe it.”  Mandi’s description of how she felt during a theatrical performance is similar to 
the way in which Lauren Kahn explained artists as audience members.  The ideas, therefore, are 
not limited just to the artists themselves.  Maryanne Buschini expressed similar ideas when she 
debated whether or not good artists make good audience members: “I think that you have an 
appreciation of the creativity...”   
 In Maryanne Buschini and her son Ben’s case, the circle of artistic appreciation 
continues.  Ben spoke passionately about his mother’s artwork: “I see that she’s enjoying it…it’s 
seeing her happy and enjoying what she likes.  She actually has her own studio in the backyard 
do she’s able to go there and create, going in there you can always know it’s hers and she loves 
it.”.  The art that Buschini’s mother introduced inspires the next generation—her son. Judy 
Battaglia’s son Ben expressed similar feelings when asked what he “gets” from looking at his 
mom’s art, “I think a sense of pride.  It’s sort of, you know, in the family—and she does really 
great stuff.”  The reward of instilling a sense of artistic appreciation in a child returns, when in 
this case, a son recalls the pride he has from his mother’s artwork.   
Arnold Winkler expressed the joy he gets when he sees other people enjoying the things 
that he does.  In the same way that watching people enjoy his own work, gives Winkler 
pleasure—Helene Halstuch’s mom received the same pleasure.  Betty stated, “…I see as the 
years progress that she’s improving, getting better and better every year in her paintings…it 
gives me pleasure.” When art passes to the next generation, the cycle of appreciation continues 
as the intrinsic benefits of captivation, emotional resonance, and familial bonding also transfer 
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(Brown 2007).  Not only do the artists experience these benefits themselves, but also pass them 
to their audiences, who in turn, relish in them. 
 
CHAPTER 3: WHY DO ARTISTS MAKE ART? 
IT IS IN THEIR BLOOD 	  
When initially asked why they do art, the artists that I interviewed had a relatively simple 
reason, “I don’t know.”  Oftentimes, it was the interviewee’s partner that helped them understand 
why they make art.   Artists, including Carol Salter, became frustrated by her inability to 
articulate why she makes art.  She came to the conclusion, “I guess it’s like anything else, it’s in 
your blood…if there’s some kind of genetic component why you learn a certain way…I don’t 
know where it came from.”  Clarissa Shanahan offered similar ideas about why she does art, “It 
was simple the thing that I wanted to do my whole life…and it’s nothing more than that.”  Both 
artists expressed a kind of pull towards art that could not be resisted.  Helene Halstuch spoke 
more specifically about that pull when she mentioned wanting to have taken piano lessons 
instead of art lessons when she was younger.  The reason why leads back to Salter’s and 
Shanahan’s conversations—painting was inevitable; it would not have been a conscious choice 
for them, but instead a part of them that needed to be expressed.  Halstuch would have rather 
taken the piano lessons because it would have been something new and different to learn—
painting would have happened regardless of her mother’s paying for art classes at a young age.  
Halstuch does mention, however, that the art classes introduced her to oil painting earlier.    
 Halstuch’s mom, Betty, also helped determine the reasons why her daughter paints.  She 
understands that it does not matter how old you are, or your devotion to learning art; what 
matters is if art is in your heart.  She stated, “I didn’t love it like you love your art—to me it was 
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like, yeah I know I could do it but I don’t have it in my heart like she (Halstuch) had it.  She has 
IT.”  The “IT” that Betty speaks of is apparent in nearly all of the artists I spoke with and is 
personified by the statement, “it’s what you do” as Judy Battaglia stated.  In one sense, all 
describe an unconditional sort of love—one that cannot be expressed with mere words and one 
that you can only experience when you have done so yourself.   
 Lauren Kahn’s mom, Sue, told a story about how she was failing biology in junior high 
school.  Her dad went to parent’s night and some of Sue’s artwork was covering the walls of the 
classroom with the words “Extra Credit” on them.  Her father explained to the teacher that there 
must be some sort of mistake because she was receiving extra credit in art—so she must be doing 
well in biology.  Kahn responded to this with the idea that certain “things” are inborn and 
“cultivated” throughout life.  She spoke about someone recognizing this talent in her mother and 
helping her to cultivate it, but there has to be a seed in the first place.  Art cannot be cultivated 
from nothing, just as extra credit in art does not mean extra credit in biology; her mom needed 
the initial spark in order to succeed in Biology.  Kahn used the word “inclination” to delineate 
between people with inherent talents and skills that are cultivated.  Lauren stated, “There are 
certain things that I think are so strongly in you, it’s almost like you almost can’t take them out, 
and they’re going to blossom within the right environment.” 
I believe these specific dialogues, related to why artists make art can have an important 
implication for future arts experiences.  For instance, the stories have the capability of nurturing 
the artistic “seeds” that were previously not cultivated in certain people.  These conversations 
subject people to the “inclination” that Lauren Kahn illuminated—and merely collecting and 
speaking about these ramifications of art making can impact those who do not understand the 
arts.  These personal accounts help to engage those that are not inclined towards making art and 
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attending arts experiences and can create mutual understanding.  Most of all, the goal of IG arts 
programming, such as “ESTA,” becomes relevant, which is to share stories of individuals in the 
hope of creating a common ground (Perlstein 1997).  Speaking to artists of varying generations 
can ultimately create a certain level of understanding and I believe can combat challenges faced 
in IG arts programming: the lack of support that young people experience, cultural conflict, and 
age segregation 
 
ART AS THERAPY 	  
As the people I spoke with became more comfortable, they began to uncover more 
tangible reasons as to why they make art.  Arnold Winkler is going through one of the worst 
times of his life.  He travels back and forth every day to a nursing home to visit his wife who has 
Alzeheimer’s.  Arnold lives alone in his home surrounded by memories and the love that 
produced them.  It was only at the end of the interview with Arnold that I was able to tie the 
increase of his art making to the decline of his wife’s health.   For Arnold, pictures are memories 
and as he stated, “…I have my memory, in my age, it starts to fade quickly if I take a picture, I 
can look at it again and the memory comes back.”  Through his artwork, he can hold on to his 
memories.  He is able to continue conversations of the past through the pictures that he takes.  I 
asked Arnold to more specifically identify why he takes pictures—he is able to keep connections 
between people and places alive.  In one particular image Arnold points out that it was the only 
time he was in Venice with his wife—and although someone may find some aesthetic value in 
the photograph itself—to Arnold it has a different effect, “…it wouldn’t be hanging here (in his 
kitchen) if I wouldn’t like to be reminded of that occasion and the good time we had.”  
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 Lynn, Arnold’s sister-in-law (her husband is Arnold’s wife’s brother) wondered about the 
role of art as therapy and stated, “…I wonder if Arnold—specifically in your situation—where 
your wife you know was sick, is sick—very unfortunate situation—you kind of threw yourself 
back into this very process-driven, technical, something that you could focus on.”  Winkler 
replied, “I have to concentrate on it.”  Ultimately, Arnold begins to accept the fact that the art he 
creates provides him with a therapeutic experience.  Lynn expressed her gratitude for Arnold and 
finding this therapeutic release.  Taking photographs is not a hobby for Winkler; it is part of his 
being and has become more of a “vocation,” as Lynn calls it. 
 “…You look at the clock, three hours have gone by, and you don’t even want to get up to 
eat anything sometimes, you get so lost in it…7 hours would go by and you wouldn’t realize it.”  
Carol Salter discussed the nature of her artistic experiences by way of time.  She described what 
would more commonly be known as “flow.” Donald A. Norman describes flow: “The mind is 
captured, the experience is exhilarating. It is what experimental psychologist Mihaly 
Csikszentmihalyi calls a peak experience, an optimal flow. If you want a sustained, optimal 
experience, says Csikszentmihalyi...the important thing is a continual flow of focused 
concentration: absolute absorption in an activity” (Norman 1996, 1). The indicator of flow, in 
Salter’s experiences, stems from her description of “getting lost” in the act of making art.  
Carol’s daughter, Jessica, is studying to be a therapist and currently working as an intern in a 
therapy office.  Jessica agreed that her mother is experiencing the psychological implication of 
“flow” when she creates her artwork.   
 Clarissa Shanahan had similar therapeutic benefits from painting.  She stated, “…it’s the 
one quiet place where there isn’t a whole lot of chatter…and that’s a pretty wonderful thing.  
That’s a pretty remarkable thing…it’s harder not to do it.”  For those that experience the positive 
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psychological, mental, and emotional impacts of making art it can be put that simply, “…it’s 
harder not to do it.”  Shanahan experienced an emotionally challenging life thus far.  Her failed 
marriage (he was cheating on her), the death of her father, and her addiction to alcohol have all 
played a role in the way that she has been able to express herself through art.  Shanahan 
described her journey through her tumultuous marriage and the death of her father—and that she 
got through those things without drinking—she started “using it” all in her painting.   The 
journey of figuring out how to “use it” was not easy for Shanahan.  She still struggles with 
getting out of her comfort zone through art to “get to something a little bit more personal.”  The 
hard times that have shaped her as a person created the subject matter for her paintings.  She 
described her sheep show (all of the paintings were comprised of different depictions of sheep) 
as a “life affirming” experience.  Although viewers may not understand Shanahan’s happiness 
after producing the sheep show, they can perceive the stark contrast between the sheep show and 
the “crumbling asylum” displayed in previous works.  
 Shanahan’s work became a place for her to meditate.  Creating her work is, “The most 
successful place of pure presence—being completely present—and there’s nothing like it…and it 
is a remarkable thing to be in that flow.  It’s hard to get to…it doesn’t happen every time I’m 
doing it.”  While speaking with Shanahan, I explained that her emotional connection to her 
artwork made her process more interesting.  Shanahan uses encaustic, a process by which 
pigment is added to beeswax and dammar resin and melted through a heating process—creating 
transparent qualities (Encaustic Art Institute 2015), to produce her paintings.  Reaching a 
meditative state of mind is not a simple process (as anyone who meditates will tell you) and 
Shanahan’s work is very process-laden.  Her art-making process defines her ability to meditate.  
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Perhaps because there is such an intense process that Shanahan utilizes, she does not always feel 
the effects of flow, but when she does it is meditative.  
 Judy Battaglia feels as though she releases various types of energy in her artwork; 
however, she is not necessarily aware of it. She stated, “because when I get immersed, I’m just in 
it and I’m just doing it.”  Similarly Jennifer Jaffee described her process of art-making, “…I 
mean it’s really a play in how to think and in dealing with things not being perfect…It really, I 
think, pushes a person into a really interesting and kind of interior space that’s very relaxing 
even though it could be consuming—you could end up being doing it for ten hours and not 
eating or drinking and doing anything, it truly is the absorbed action that I just really love to do, 
the feeling of it…it’s a kind of freedom.”  Jaffee feels a unique freedom from releasing herself 
through the entrancement of her artwork.  
Maryanne Buschini has a very interesting take on the meditative nature of flow.  She 
acknowledged that when she paints there is indeed a certain unconscious mindlessness, which is 
enjoyable.  Buschini explained flow to her son in terms of cooking: “Like when you’re cooking 
and you’re not really thinking about what you’re doing, you’re just doing it and really enjoying 
that moment…You’re not worried about anything.”  Ben (her son) immediately understood what 
art does for his mom when he is able to relate the idea of flow to cooking.  Buschini further 
explained that may people do not understand artists because they do not understand flow.  She 
believes that once people have experienced it in some way, they can understand what artists feel 
when they are creating.  “I mean some guys like to wash their car, they really get into it and they 
really shut out the rest of the world.” 
 Understanding the effect that art has on the artists is important when spectating.  Being an 
active audience member should involve appreciating not only the work, but also the process by 
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which it made and the feelings that went into the piece.  In order to comprehend what may have 
gone into the work, one may begin to ask more critical questions—who is the artist, what were 
their circumstances when they made the work, why did they make the piece of art?  I believe that 
when audiences can ask more open-ended and intuitive questions—they can grow a greater 
appreciation for the arts.  The responses that I ascertained from the artists inspire me to think 
about art in a different way.  Perhaps, when we understand an artist’s flow and other therapeutic 
benefits for ourselves—and put it into relevant terms—the arts will have an easier time making a 
case for itself. 
 
ART AS A SPIRITUAL CONNECTION 	  
Spirituality plays a very important role in art—it impacts subject matter, it is the uplifting 
feeling that the artist achieves when they are creating, and it connects viewers spiritually.  For 
Clarissa Shanahan the subject matter of her artwork came in the form of a dream in which she 
saw every single painting.   The medium that she uses—encaustic—produces a gloomy sort of 
veil over her artwork.  Shanahan is very much influenced by the Spiritualists (Hawthorne and 
Poe), and spirit photography, although not specifically based on religion.   
On a more personal spiritual level, Helene Halstuch is “completed” by making art.  She 
described herself as a “seeker” when she’s making art—that she is in a consistent state of seeking 
and that she feels it’s a good thing.  After painting Halstuch is left feeling “whole.”  In this way, 
Halstuch described an art-making process which is personal and which is done purely for her 
own growth.  Similarly, Judy Battaglia does art for herself and she hopes that people get “what 
they want” out of her work.  I asked Battaglia if art was her religion and she stated, “I don’t think 
I have a ‘religion,’ I just believe we’re all empowered with the same energy—and you can call 
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that all that is, or you can call it God, or you can call it whatever.  But, we’re all in bodies that 
hold things and we all share it, and it comes in different forms, energy’s dense, it’s liquid—it’s 
whatever it is.”  Battaglia expressed the need for others to interpret her artwork how she 
interprets spirituality—it is what you need it to be. 
 Lauren Kahn talked about viewing artwork herself and the feelings that come out of the 
experience, “…I think that there’s something about what’s generated from within…and what the 
performers are sharing of themselves…something from within—this is most like spirit for me, 
it’s almost like a spiritual experience.”  With this description, one can have a spiritual experience 
while they are making or observing art.  Arts experiences should enhance the possibility of 
generating these spiritual connections that can resonate with audiences. Artistic production 
illuminates spiritual values in art regardless of age classification. (Brown 2007).  How do arts 
organizations create these productions?  How can they mirror the viewers’ stories and find what 
“speaks to them”?  Would it be a contemporary production of a classic they saw as a child that 
evoked past memories and experiences?  Maybe interactive performances where audience 
members determine the subject matter before attending?   In my opinion, engagement could be as 
simple as understanding what audience members would benefit from the most—in the spiritual 
sense—holding focus groups, surveying audiences before and after performances, and follow-up 
emails are tactics that should be used to gauge an arts organization’s offerings and what will be 
the most likely to tug at their heartstrings.  Understanding how people decide to attend—using 
frameworks such as Kevin McCarthy and Kimberly Jinnett’s—can help to target a wider 
audience (McCarthy and Jinnett 2001).  	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ART AS PART OF GROWTH AS A HUMAN BEING 	  
 “I believe the arts in every shape and form, from writing to music, to photography, to 
painting, to whatever, is absolutely important for growth as a human being.  If you don’t have 
those niceties, those extras—really what do you have? ...All those things help you be a more 
creative person—well-balanced, you know.”  Arnold Winkler is one among many major 
proponents of art and its effect on the “well-roundedness” of a person.  His sister-in-law Lynn 
dreads the idea of removing art from school curricula because of this same idea.  As a former 
teacher, she reflects on the different learning styles of her students and how, for some children, it 
is important that they do math, whereas for others they will, “get around to the math through art.”  
The presence of different subjects, including art, makes it so that a larger portion of the students 
can understand school-related materials.   
 One of those children who could have not possibly gone through school without art was 
Clarissa Shanahan.  Shanahan cut every single class besides art and when she did cut she went to 
the art room.  Her art program in school was extensive—ranging from photography, to sculpture, 
to print making.  She was able to find herself as a person and learn to grow through art making.  
Art was her only way of getting through academia.  I could not imagine the type of person 
Shanahan would be without the inclusion of art in her school curriculum.  “…Having art as my 
outlet was a constant, and it was kind of a touchstone—it was a very internal thing because it’s a 
place to retreat to.”   
 Shanahan’s artistic experiences shape her perspective on school and her life in general. 
Ben, the son of artist Judy Battaglia, believes that art is fundamental because it offers different 
perspectives on life.  Art offers people a different way of thinking—a way that would not be 
there unless one participated or witnessed it.  Ben also reflected on the topics of well-
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roundedness and also explained that artists are better people because they are “maybe a little less 
judgmental, and maybe not so harsh for criticism.”  His allusion to artists is one that is open-
minded and grounded—he believes that artists are capable are having more conservation in 
general and “tend to be a little easier to be around.” Ben’s perception of artists has a clear 
correlation to his experiences with his mom.  Battaglia talked about criticism with a very 
sensitive tone.  She mentioned that her critiques tended to be “uplifting.”  As a teacher, when 
questioned about the subject of art, Battaglia responded with the notion that we all live in a very 
visual world and we all need to learn how to process it. 
 All artists have one major character trait—creativity.  The way that creativity is defined 
by the artists in which I have spoken with is as a necessity.  To highlight this point even further 
Battaglia states, “…it’s part of our humanity, is our creativity.  And I don’t care what field, you 
have to have creativity if you’re going to enjoy it, if you’re going to blossom in it, or you’re just 
going to go, ‘I can’t do this.’”  For Battaglia, like so many others they find solace in being able 
to find a creative outlet.   
The idea of a creative outlet can be personified by Lauren Kahn’s simple anecdote about 
her piano.  Her and her husband bought a piano for their home that she could play with 
headphones on while her daughter was napping and her husband was watching television.  She 
states, “…I just got into it, and I just loved it.  It was partly as a new mom, I felt like I needed 
something.  I was a stay at home.”  For her, the piano became a creative outlet that she could 
easily fit into her hectic life as a new mom.   Kahn’s perspective on creative is that, “…it’s 
essential for the development of the human spirit.  It’s essential for people to sort of develop a 
sense of self-esteem, of contribution, of working together.  It promotes peace and 
understanding.”  In her descriptions of how creativity promotes peace and understanding, Kahn 
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tells a story about a youth chorus that encompasses both Palestinian and Israeli children.  She 
states, “…and I think that is what art does—what art can do is really bring people together and 
create…a whole different sense of themselves…these kids that come off the stage after singing at 
a concert—they are taller…they feel really good about it…it’s a real sense of a team…without 
the competition that you get in sports.  Sue, Lauren Kahn’s mom adds that art in this way has the 
capability of negating differences.   
Kevin McCarthy’s supports these stories about human growth through arts participation.  
Specifically, his discussion of instrumental benefits including: cognitive, behavioral and 
attitudinal, social, health, and economic are all parts of human growth that the arts can foster.  
Collecting stories that pertain to these instrumental benefits can create relevance and 
understanding in discussions of arts participation across generations. 
 
I DO ART BECAUSE I NEED TO BE CREATIVE 	  
Having a creative outlet is something that many people do not realize is apparent in their 
everyday lives.  For artist Carol Salter’s daughter, Jess, learning how to become a therapist is a 
creative experience.  If she was not in school to be a therapist she explained that she would 
definitely be painting in order to be doing something creative.  Her mother discussed creativity in 
a similar manner stating that it never mattered what field she worked in, she made it a priority to 
be creative. 
 Clarissa Shanahan was an administrative assistant for two years and she wasn’t doing the 
thing that she described, “you’re kind of built to do.”  She knew her calling and she could not 
“un-know” it.  She hated her job; she was “antsy,” “withering up,” and she “wanted to saw her 
own her off.” She made these choices throughout her life consciously knowing that she risked 
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her own insecurities by not being creative.  These choices had to be made to live and were 
always short-lived experiments, until she “lost her mind.”  Throughout her life she has always 
tried to figure out how she could so something—anything—that would allow her to be an artist 
or as she calls it, “coming through the back door.”  Even now, as I recount the conversation I had 
with her, she still believes her art is not taking a creative enough route.  She wants to have a 
studio—a place where she doesn’t have to worry about her cat’s paw prints all over her work.  
She believes that once she has the studio set up, she can have a more exploratory process—one 
that encourages spontaneity.   
 Betty, Helene Halstuch’s mom talks about creativity in her own life and how she needs it 
to survive.  Betty is 88 years old and feels limited by her physical states.  She discussed having 
to do the same thing differently and having a to be a little creative in that sense.  Her creativity 
has nothing to do with art, but survival.  She agrees that artists—and people in general for that 
matter—express their creativity in a specific way in order to have a fulfilling life.  Betty 
described her current state of being alone and how she does not mind it.  She was an only child 
growing up and her life in Germany and lived in solitude.  She depended on herself and had to be 
creative to keep herself busy.  Betty was able to make the connection, that initially she was not 
aware of, about her life growing up in Germany and her life today—she depends on her own 
creative mind.  Her daughter, Helene Halstuch never had her own children and although she 
admitted that she would have limited time to do art, she would still do it because she believes 
that she has to.  
 Judy Battaglia and her son Ben discussed similar ideas about creativity in art.  Ben 
believes that his mom is a creative being and does art so that “she can bring it out.”  Ben also 
described himself as a creative person, but with language and humor instead.  Lauren Kahn and 
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her mother talk about creativity in the same vain.  Kahn described her mother as a creative, 
talented, and intuitive person.  Sue, her mother, believes that she is currently being held back 
from her creative potential because her career as an interior designer is a distraction.  Like 
Clarissa Shanahan, there is a certain shift that must occur in order for her to meet the needs of 
her passion.   Education cultivates the explanatory nature of one’s own creativity, according to 
Sue, “…the job of education is to explore—for each person ideally---where their DNA, their 
talents, their inspiration goes—not to demand it—not to have everybody go into that square box 
or that round hole, but give them algebra one and algebra two to see if that ignites a spark.  Give 
them art.  Give them music.  Give them an instrument, so that they can explore.” Kahn ended the 
conversation on creativity with, “the artists sort of keep the arts alive.”  
Jennifer Jaffee, a member of the anonymous artist collaborative TODT, negates the idea 
of an artist as an individual creator.  The anonymity of the collaborative is a creative expression 
of a central character that the partners formed.  The purpose of the character was to, “absorb so 
many different personalities and possibilities” without having to “BE the individual artist.”  The 
language that artists—such as Jaffee—use in relation to creativity is paramount in supporting 
language used to describe artistic experiences.  
 
AUDIENCE MEMBERS EXPLORE THEIR OWN CREATIVITY TOO 	  
Art offers audience member the ability to have creative experiences as well—it is not 
only the artists who benefit.  Being “taken away” or gaining artistic inspiration to be creative are 
some examples of the intrinsic rewards that audience members can associate with.  When asked 
about the theatre and what it does for her, Lynn stated, “Well it sort of takes you away, you’re in 
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another place, you’re in somebody else’s situation or somebody else’s family depending on the 
play.”   For Lynn, plays are a creative escape. 
 Similarly, Helen Halstuch talked about theatrical experiences and stated, “…I can’t 
believe people can remember their lines, and act and can go into a role where a woman can be 
Hamlet, I’m just totally impressed and taken away to another places.”  Judy Battaglia discussed 
“another realm” when she looks at art.  Often times, she finds the clear relationship between 
looking at art and making art.  She starts to see things that she could use and she is ‘taking notes’ 
about things, such as composition.  She would actually rather go to museums alone, since she 
spends so much time on gaining insight from other artist’s work.   
Much like Battaglia, Sue—Lauren Kahn’s artist mom—gets new creative inspiration 
from observing art.  She is enthusiastic and excited about the inspiration that she receives and 
changes her artistic path accordingly.  We can only gain so much insight from the work of Alan 
Brown and Kevin McCarthy—even the researchers themselves identify gaps in their literature.  
Accounts of the importance of creativity add valuable insight into identifying individualized 
personality traits and how they relate to audiences as whole, specific intrinsic reasons as to why 
people participate (McCarthy and Jinnett 2001), and how different methods of participation 
produce different benefits (Brown 2006) —topics that the both researchers claim need 
improvement. 
CHAPTER 4: THE ARTIST’S INNER STRUGGLE & WHY (SOME) PEOPLE ARE 
NOT ARTISTS 
 ART-­‐MAKING	  IS	  A	  TEDIOUS	  PROCESS	  	  
To be an artist does not only mean to make art.  There is a process, time, and energy that 
go into art making.  I remember someone asking me recently if I was an artist and I replied, 
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“sometimes.”  After I conducted these interviews I have a conclusive definition of an artist as 
being someone who expresses their creativity through art-making with time, effort, energy, and 
utilizes a specific process that breeds creative things.  When speaking to artists, it is clear—they 
are passionate about their process and technique.  When first looking at a piece of art it may not 
be apparent to an un-trained eye the process and technique that went to its creation.   Every 
artist’s process is unique and there is something mysterious about unlocking his or her personal 
technique. 
All of the artists I spoke with discuss the amount of time and energy that goes into their 
work.  Arnold Winkler talked about how he used to spend “24 hours or 76 hours a day on the 
computer” manipulating images.  He mentioned that his work has become more “puritan” and 
that he takes more pictures and makes no changes.  When he takes photographs he not only 
thinks about the composition that he captures, but also what he can do to them afterwards.  The 
process becomes a challenge for Winkler, as he approaches his work with a critical and 
manipulative eye.  In some ways, there is a puzzle that needs to be solved.  Carol Salter spoke 
more definitely about this puzzle when she mentioned the time spent on making artwork and 
how it relate to whether you have “solved the problem of how this painting’s going to be.” 
 The internal struggle that an artist goes through is apparent when Carol Salter talked 
about the sort of dénouement that exists in her painting.  The process becomes “painstaking” for 
her at times, but at the end she is able to release herself from the struggle.   When asked why she 
would take part in something that is so much of a “painstaking” struggle for her, she stated, “I 
don’t know.”  Coupling with her struggle, is the frustration that arises when she must deal with 
others while she paints.  Because the process becomes incredibly internal for her, she is not 
necessarily “having fun” and is instead “trying to solve a problem.”  She talked about some of 
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the ideas that float around in her head when thinking about the process, “…you’re trying to 
figure out how the colors go, the shapes…” When something interrupts this process, she loses 
her creativity.  
 Carol Salter’s daughter, Jess relates her mother’s explanation of problem solving in art 
with her therapy work.  She talked about how she balances listening and speaking with a person 
who receives therapy.  This balance in therapy compares to Salter’s balancing of colors and 
shapes within an artistic composition.  Salter further discusses the difference between receiving 
an assignment from school and painting whatever she wants to.   In the same way that therapy 
presents her daughter with specific issues that she must solve with valuable medical advice—her 
mother likes to come up with creative solutions to artistic “problems” given by instructors.   
 The connection between an artist and their process, as well as material, is a significant 
one.  According to Salter, artists may understand other artists’ processes a bit better.  They also 
understand the materials better.  Salter is passionate about oils and loves working with the paint.   
Clarissa Shanahan loves working with wax.  She stated, “I like the idea of using an organic 
material to depict something manmade.”  She thinks a lot about her subject matter and how it 
intertwines with the meaning of the material itself—manmade versus organic.  Working with 
encaustic is a tedious process—one that Shanahan loves.  Studying decorative art pulled 
Shanahan towards process-driven art.  Later, working with scenic painting, the emphasis was on 
the materials.  Anything that she was “tasked to do” she wound up “having to learn about yet a 
new thing that you’ve never worked with before.”  This was the norm for her and suggests why 
she still leans towards a process-driven medium.  As a teacher, Shanahan only teaches process-
driven techniques including: patinations for sculpture, manuscript illuminations, gilding, and 
encaustic painting.   
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 After leaving the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art (PAFA), Shanahan was “totally 
flayed.”  She learned everything she wanted to in school, but she was, “nothing but a ball of 
nerve ending after that.”  After her experiences at PAFA, she did not paint or years and it took 
her a long time to “recover.”  I wondered what happened to her while at PAFA that made her feel 
this way about her experience—so much so that she did not even paint after she left art school.  
She stated, “part of it is because the competition was so stiff.” I wonder if this is, however, what 
artists thrive on—a competitive environment in which they struggle with the quality of their own 
process and materials.  Even now, after recovering from art school, Shanahan “crashes” after 
completing a body of work.  In a way, it seems to correspond to that same “release” that Salter 
experiences.  She spoke about her most recent body of work and how she dealt with finishing, 
“So I finished it, cleaned up, when into the bath, fell apart.  Totally fucking fell apart…and it 
kind of came and went—it was kind of like a thunderstorm.  But then after the opening…I 
started to crave it a little bit.” 
 Helene Halstuch certainly craves a struggle as well.  She personifies her relationship with 
her work as a “challenge.”  Her life as a painter is a continuous “scroll,” her paintings just 
continue.  However, she is still not satisfied with any of the work that she does—so she 
continues.  It is a constant cycle of dissatisfaction that keeps her producing artwork.  She stated, 
“If I thought, ‘that’s it, I’ve done the painting and I’ve done this series of work, and this is 
exactly what I’ve been striving for,’ why would I do on? There’d be no reason.”  Halstuch also 
loves the “lusciousness of paint” and the smell of turpentine.  She loves to feel enveloped in the 
medium, both physically and emotionally. 
 Jennifer Jaffee—member of TODT, explains how the collaborative pushes its members in 
their own personal directions.  She also examines the contrast between professional and amateur 
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artists, “…there’s a hesitancy of being an amateur and doing what I think the collaborative had 
lent itself—into being amateurish and to taking a chance…work with the stupid, the ordinary—
and seeing the challenges…can you struggle with it as well as me, and conversely it’s all about 
the material—the success and failure part is not that interesting, it messes people up.”  Most of 
Jaffee’s work is extremely labor intensive and, at times, boring.  She does love the process 
though, she feels as though it pays off and that, “…it’s the patience of trying to get there that 
requires a whole new idea of time.”   The process, for Jaffee, becomes inventive when she thinks 
about finishing and how fast she wants it to move.  Mandi is Jaffee’s young friend and talks 
about how she feels about Jaffee’s process, “…the process is amazing because you see this huge 
structure and she tells you ‘we had to rip that out and put it back together…’ and it’s just really 
very interesting—almost inspiring.”  Because Jaffee’s collaborative is anonymous, I wondered if 
she did not want the public to know her process, along with the obvious artists behind it.  For 
her, the process is so important—it is the negotiations between the four artists and she loves the 
sense of wonder that occurs in terms of how the process unfolded.  Much like the other artists, 
Jaffee too explained a “struggle,” “…it’s a struggle in materiality and using your head because 
materials can’t win…material has a mind of its own and it’s gonna do what it wants...it includes 
your vanity, ambition, humility, when to stop…there’s all these levels of dealing with your eye 
and your hand…it engages in so much—the existentialism—the physical challenges of being 
here.” 
 Why is it important to talk to artists about their work and to know their struggle?  Is there 
anything that arts organizations and arts spectators can gain from engaging in these 
conversations.  It is more than likely that a person will appreciate an artist’s process if they are in 
a museum.  Gaining valuable insight into the artists struggle makes the product even more 
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relatable.  For the non-inclined arts attender, telling the real story and process of an artists work 
brings them to a more relevant and human ground.  Bringing these conversations down to a 
“normal” level can encourage a more diverse range of arts appreciators.  For Ben, Judy 
Battaglia’s son, he relates the process of making art to the process of making food.  He enjoys 
the idea of someone walking you through the process.  He also likes the insight that this gives 
him on their work.  In the case of Judy Battaglia, she is more into the process of making the art 
than the actual end product.  Something that is so important as the process is hardly ever talked 
about in museums, theatres, and other artistic venues.  Talking more about the artistic process via 
programming and marketing can shed light on how important the process actually is for artists.  
What does Judy get from the process?  It’s a “release, you’re putting into it all kinds of 
memories, and it comes from all over the place.”  
 For Carol Salter, it is important to have conversations with artists themselves because a 
person is better able to appreciate the amount of work that went into the artwork.  She also 
suggests that the technique by which the artist created the work and knowing what the artist was 
thinking while making it would make the art more interesting.  
 Now, more than ever, there is a reliance on instantaneous results—especially with 
technological advancements.  For Maryanne Buschini who once taught college level graphic 
design—there is an urge to skip around the design problem and the process by which it is solved.  
There is a tendency to, “pick the low-hanging fruit.”  There is a lack of communication with the 
audience in the purposiveness of each choice in terms of fonts, colors, and shapes.  Many of 
these elements end up lacking in meaning.  Getting back to the root of why art is done in the first 
place and understanding the personal relationship that artists have to their work, can help to cure 
this impatience. 
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BEING SERIOUS ABOUT ART MEANS SERIOUS DEDICATION 	  
As I mentioned prior, when someone asks me if I am an artist, I usually reply by stating, 
“sometimes.”  This is because I do not devote the amount of time and energy to art compared to 
the artists I spoke to.   Lynn, Arnold Winkler’s sister-in-law talks about the differentiation 
between someone who can take a good picture and a photographer, “…I think he devotes a lot of 
time and energy… I would say this takes up a good part of his life.”   Time is an important factor 
when considering an artist.  The process by which they make art determines the time and energy 
that they give to it.  Time, as explained previously, flies by for many artists when they are 
creating due to a state of “flow.”  Over time, an artist learns lessons and Winkler teaches, 
“…take one more minute before you take the picture—then you save yourself an hour in front of 
the computer.” 
 Clarissa Shanahan prefers to qualify the statement “1% inspiration, 99% perspiration” in 
reference to the time commitment of making art.  She discussed her mother when thinking about 
time and art learning.  Her mother, every now and then, gets the idea that she wants to do art 
again, so she asks Shanahan to tell her how to paint.  Shanahan discusses her frustration when—
after buying her mother books and trying it once or twice—her mother puts it away again.  She 
recognizes that he mother has the ability to do art, but instead of taking the time and energy to 
learn, she would rather stop altogether.  This anecdote depicts the devotion to the process that an 
artist embodies.   There is “seriousness” that is inherently part of an artist’s make-up.  For 
Shanahan, her seriousness may come from being “internal.” Internal, in terms of being an artist, 
describes a quiet pensiveness that is personified by being alone.  Clarissa Shanahan needs a 
certain amount of time to herself.  She explained, “…I’ve come to realize that I know when I get 
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‘people’d out,’ and I have to just retreat.  Even when Shanahan was married, she and her ex-
husband each had their own office in their home.  They co-existed together in their own private 
spaces.  
Betty, Helene Halstuch’s mother, discussed her own making art, “…I didn’t think I was 
any good.  If I was as serious as she was, maybe yes, but I wasn’t that serious.  She (Helene) was 
serious about it, though.  That’s the difference.”  Jennifer Jaffee talked about young people and 
their ability to be a “serious” artist.  “…younger people, they’re always working.  They’re 
always working their asses off—too much.  The arts need time.”  Perhaps she is speaking to the 
same inclination, as Maryanne Buschini was, to take the “low-hanging fruit.”  It would make 
sense that they do, however, since as Jaffee puts it, “the arts need time” and young people do not 
seem to have much of it set aside.  Sharing these stories of dedication and struggle across 
generations can impact how we understand art.  The relationship that artists have with their work 
is not commonly known.  Perhaps understanding the dynamic of these interactions can help 
sustain arts participation, inspire engagement, and become valuable anecdotes for future 
generations of artists to learn from.  
 
HOW CAN THE ARTISTIC STRUGGLE IMPACT ARTIST’S PERSONALITIES? 	  
The discussion surrounding the process by which art is made is a very internal and 
personal one.  The tendencies of an artist to be quiet, low-key, self-conscious, and needing to be 
alone are all likely descriptors.  Carol Salter described herself as low-key.  She is very sensitive 
to having people around her when she makes art and tends to lose creative thoughts when 
someone interrupts her..  Salter is also self-conscious about others looking at her work, whether 
they are fellow classmates or the instructor.  Jess, Carol’s daughter, remembers being a child and 
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her mother needing to be alone.  Salter described the intensity at which she creates and compared 
it to “trying to figure out a math problem.”  Salter also tends to be a perfectionist and therefore 
consistently wants to make sure her work is the best it can be.  Her daughter stated, “…and if 
you want it to be your best work or perfect then you don’t want somebody bothering you.” 
 Jess’s conversation about her mother being a perfectionist certainly comes with the 
territory of being an artist. In order to create art, the artist must have a routine that is set in 
motion.  Carol Salter described herself as a perfectionist in everything she does.  She stated, 
“…most things I do to the best of my ability” and that she, “creates her own stress.”  Similarly, 
Shanahan described her own mother stating that she “won’t do anything she can’t excel at.”  She 
also illuminates the idea of being “new” at something and not liking that feeling, which she 
greatly identifies with.  Shanahan explained that she tends to quit things that she is not instantly 
good at.  One of her first instructors made a big impression on her when he told her to allow 
herself to make a bad drawing and a bad painting.  The experience—as she explained it—
“helped negate all those unrealistic expectations you have or yourself.”  She still wrestles with 
this idea, however, she considers it a part of the art-making process. 
 Betty described her daughter Helene Halstuch: “She’s very talented, and with a talent 
comes emotions, and high strung…” When asked how she would describe herself, Betty stated 
that she is the same—without the talented part.  Halstuch then described herself as “somewhat 
talented, perfectionist, and never satisfied—“alluding to her earlier conversation about her work 
being a continuation and never stopping since she is never satisfied with it.   
 There is a kind of obsession that artists can possess.  In Judy Battaglia’s interview, I 
asked if she consistently looks around for things to print with.  She replied by saying that before 
she tosses things in the trash she wonders if she can use them in some way—specifically for art 
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making purposes.  She constantly thinks about the textures of the things around her and imagines 
how it would appear if she inked it and proceeded to print it on paper.  Her son believes that his 
mother possesses a certain “attention to detail” and then stated that his mother may be a bit 
obsessive but in “…a good kind of way.”   
 Understanding ways in which artists describe themselves and how others describe them is 
important when thinking about consuming their artwork.  These conversations add to the 
individualized personality traits that are lacking the current literature (McCarthy and Jinnett 
2001).  The personality characteristics of artists can relate to the group of artists that I 
interviewed as a whole.  Because active artists are typically known to be frequent audience 
members, marketing and programming can be strategized to suit their personality needs—
engaging their own personal style of learning and understanding the world (Brown 2011).  As a 
non-artist spectator, getting to know why they decided to create their compositions in certain 
ways or use specific mediums can enlighten the act of observing their work.  Seeking to 
understand their stories can improve the ability to be engaged arts spectators—it also makes 
things more interesting. 
 
HOW DO ARTISTS FEEL ABOUT OTHER ARTWORK AND ARE THEY “GOOD” 
AUDIENCE MEMBERS? 	  
An artist’s usually intends for others to view their work.  Two factors that come as a 
result of having one’s work viewed, that I can derive from these interviews are criticism and 
sensitivity.  Understanding from an artist’s perspective what it means to have products of their 
own imagination viewed and to view other artist’s work brings up varying sentiments.  Arnold 
Winkler has an issue with museums.  He does not find that the subject matter interests him, and 
is quite repetitive.  He knows just by the title of the exhibit that the show will probably not be for 
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him.  For example if it involves Van Gogh—not for him.  His sister-in-law, Lynn, asked him if 
he’s ever been to a photography-specific museum—as that is his medium of choice.  Once again, 
Winkler replied with a comment about how he then would take issue with the subject matter that 
the photographers chose to capture.  He does, however, state that he would be able to admire the 
artist’s, “technique of some of the pictures.”  Following this conversation, I asked Lynn the 
question of good artists making good audience members.  She stated, and Winkler agreed, “…I 
think they make critical audience members.  And that’s not necessarily a bad thing, I would 
rather maybe have an audience that maybe knows a little bit of something…. …it’s like when 
you enter a picture into one of your contests or something, you hope that the judges know a little 
bit about the thing…they’re not just people off the street.”   
 I also asked Carol Salter and her daughter Jess the question of good artists making good 
audience members.  Jess replied that she does not necessarily think so, mainly because of the 
competition that exists within the art realm.  She stated that artists might not even want to look at 
other artwork because they feel theirs is better.  Salter continued the conversation and spoke 
about her own experiences presenting her final in art school.  She stated, “…your final is for the 
whole world to see…you’re like exposing yourself.  It was very overwhelming and everything 
worked out, but I remember the stress I went through…I think any time anyone puts anything for 
display you’re emotionally expressing yourself in front off everyone and I think that’s really 
tough, I don’t think some people realize.”  There is an interesting cycle of artist’s being critical 
of other artwork and also being sensitive to other people looking at their art.  The criticism itself, 
which often comes directly from artists, is capable of emotionally stressing the artists criticized.  
Obviously, there is no clear answer, just the recognition that this is how artists perceive 
themselves and other artists.  Maybe through discussion and the understanding the components 
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of artistic criticism, one can more clearly define the sector and help others, who may not be 
artists, comprehend where it all comes from.   
 Clarissa Shanahan also spoke about her experiences in art school.  “…When I had this 
student exhibition at PAFA, I could not stand in front of my work.  It was too hard, it was too 
confronting…” Being confronted by other artists with the subject of her own artwork was too 
much for Shanahan to handle that she could not continue to be with her work.  She continued her 
conversation stating that it was not for the other students to judge and that sometimes it is hard to 
let go of that feeling. 
 Lauren Kahn and her mother, Sue, spoke about Kahn’s daughter Raquelle.  Raquelle is in 
college in NYC and is a theatre major.  When her mom and grandmother took her to the Barnes, 
she was bored.  But when she goes to a show, “…she sees herself up there on the stage.”  Could 
it be, perhaps, that artists are more critical of their own practice?  They may enjoy all forms of 
art-making, but when it comes to their own particular art form, the one that they put time and 
energy into, they become more critical.  For Raquelle, her critical eye is only becoming more 
prevalent as she continues her education.   
 Jennifer Jaffee believes that artists are very “selfish” and “childish” when asked if good 
artists make good audience members.  She also stated that artists have to “surrender” to become 
good audience members.  This act of surrendering is something that plays into all of the 
conversations concerning artists as audience members.  Those that surrender can begin to draw 
inspiration from the art that they are watching; while those who do not surrender may be the 
most critical of audience members.  Maryanne Buschini alludes to exactly this perspective when 
she stated, “…sometimes I try to turn that part off when I’m a viewer or audience member 
because it’s meant to be a part of the experience.”   
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I liked instigating these sorts of conversations especially with my interviewees.  It is not 
common that we speak to artists about the way they view other artwork. Simply having these 
conversations can cause both artists and arts spectators to think differently about art.  
Intergenerationally, views on artistic criticism and commentary remain consistent.  Expressing 
these views is important in understanding the lives of artists and creating relevant artistic 
experiences for arts appreciators.  Engaging artists in these down to earth and realistic 
conversations brings them to a more relatable level—especially for those who are unfamiliar 
with artistic practices and processes. 
 
ARTS EDUCATORS CAUSING NEGATIVE ARTS EXPERIENCES 	  
Arts education, from those that did not identify as an artist in my interviews, usually 
recalled negative and critical experiences.   I do not find it incredibly surprising that art teachers 
would cause certain students to have, what they perceive as, negative and critical experiences.  I 
cannot say for sure why art teachers are critical, however, one must either learn to “surrender” or 
become thick skinned in order to become an artist.  Perhaps, it is some sort of priming that 
happens when an art teacher is tough on a student.  Maybe it serves as a good introduction into 
the seemingly judgmental sector; students that cannot deal with the criticism simply do not 
become artists.  However, one must also wonder if these students could begin to express 
themselves in artistic ways if they were not judged so harshly in art class.  Should the volume be 
turned down a bit? 
 Lynn, Arnold Winkler’s sister-in-law, would probably agree that the volume should be 
turned down on art teacher’s criticism.  She went to St. Hubert’s, a Catholic all-girls school.  Her 
teacher was a nun who she described as being, “very particular.”   Her art teacher was 
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“extremely critical” and Lynn thinks maybe she was a frustrated artist herself.  She commented 
that she thought the art class should have been fun, but instead it was entirely wrought with 
criticism from the nun. The students consistently questioned who she would “rip apart that day.”  
From a young age, Lynn experienced the critical nature of art.  Lynn commented, “Why would 
you put yourself out there?”  This judgment stuck with Lynn and greatly affected her practice of 
making art.  After the class ended, she stopped making art.  
 Jess, Carol Salter’s daughter, and her story about one of her art teachers can certainly 
illuminate Jennifer Jaffee’s point about artists being “selfish”.  She speaks of an art teacher that 
she had in school and how she did not like his style of making art.  Not only did she not like his 
style, but she also did not like that he pushed it onto his students.  “…He always wanted words 
on everything, and I wasn’t into text everywhere…he always wanted text in the piece of work.”  
The teacher favored students who had the most artistic talent in the classroom and invested his 
time in them.  This, combined with his teaching and artistic style, caused Jess to not invest 
herself in art making. 
 Ben, Judy Battaglia’s son, had similar experiences with art in school.  He described his 
elementary school art teacher as being harsh and telling him that he, “wasn’t doing things right.”  
Later on, as he got into high school, his teachers helped Ben with his art-making; he found a 
niche for himself and his interest in photography grew.  The more help he received, the more he 
enjoyed art, which guided him to find his calling. 
 
ARTISTS BELIEVE ENCOURAGEMENT IS THE KEY TO POSITIVE ARTS 
EXPERIENCES 	  
Encouragement in art is the key to appreciating arts experiences in school and beyond for 
Mandi, Jennifer Jaffee’s young friend, Maryanne Buschini, and her son Ben.  In ninth grade, 
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Mandi’s classmates caused her to feel insecure and intimidated.  That was the year she was in an 
actual art major class and competition was stiff.  She had previously received a lot of 
encouragement in her eighth grade art class; however, she began to hold herself back when 
placed with students who had been doing it their whole lives.  Although she did not remember 
any specific negative experiences, she cannot remember much encouragement after the eighth 
grade. Maryanne Buschini believes that experiences in school directly play a role in this 
exclamation.  If art teachers encouraged students more, maybe less people would say that they 
cannot draw—there would not be such an emphasis on criticism and instead on encouragement.  
 Arnold Winkler does not draw or paint.  What makes him an artist is the time and energy 
that he devotes to his photography and the acceptance and encouragement that he receives 
because of his art making ability.  Winkler is ultimately successful because his work resonates 
with art spectators.  He stated about drawing and painting, “I don’t feel as calling to do it, the 
few things I did in school were not great.  I don’t think I had any success with any of that.  I got 
lousy marks in art.”   Winkler overcame his distaste for drawing and painting and instead does 
photography.  The barrier that normally keeps people from doing art did not stop Winkler for 
pursuing another art form.  He was able to understand that although he was not good at drawing 
and painting, he could still succeed at another art form.  Clarissa Shanahan explained that her 
classes try and break down this barrier.  Some of the classes that she teaches at PAFA are for all 
levels.  By including beginner classes, they break down the intimidation factor that is ever so 
present in art.  Although, she mentioned, people still feel intimidated.    
 Betty, Helene Halstuch’s mom who exists to be creative, refuses to go to the art class that 
take place in her retirement community.  She explained that she could never compete with 
“them” now, since they have done art their entire lives.  Even at 88 years old, there is a constant 
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need to perform in the arena of art making.  There is a competitive notion that exists within the 
practice of art making regardless of amateur or professional nature.  A lack of self-confidence 
leads many people to discount themselves; they cannot express themselves creatively through 
art.  They may never understand the “flow” that one can possess when creating.  Lauren Kahn, 
whose mother is an artist states, “I thought I was terrible at it…I couldn’t make things look the 
way I wanted them to look…I didn’t like drawing, I didn’t like painting…I never felt good 
enough and I still don’t have any confidence—I don’t draw, I don’t paint.” 
As arts education in schools is waning, it is important to consider the quality of the arts 
experiences that children do have in school.  Since active arts participants and those that take arts 
classes as children are more likely to become members of an audience as adults, there should be 
a greater emphasis placed on improving in the disposition of art teachers towards their students.  
Sharing individual accounts of both artists and non-artists during school-related arts experiences 
are key in understanding preconceived notions of art and the ability that art teachers have in 
shaping a person’s engagement with art in the future. 
 
 
QUESTIONING WHAT ART IS AND HOW IT RELATES TO ENCOURAGEMENT 	  
The culture of non-encouragement and criticism that exists in art classes also envelopes 
ideas concerning the questioning of what is art in the first place.  Lynn, Arnold Winkler’s sister-
in-law stated that she does needlework and does not know “if that sort of counts.”  She also took 
a course at a local high school that involved carving wood.  According to NEA surveys, the 
things that Lynn questions as being “counted” as art, are indeed “counted” as art.  The NEA has 
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clear definitions of what they determine to be art each year, as they survey Americans who 
participate in specific practices.   
 Helene Halstuch’s grandfather was artistically inclined.  Betty, her mother is reluctant to 
say that her father was an artist, “My father would doodle around…it was just working in those 
days, and making money.  That was nonsense to them…” Similarly, the art classes that Betty had 
in school were not considered art and perhaps more closely related to home making—Betty took 
sewing in school.  The 2012 SPPA supports claims that the definition of art includes many forms 
of art making that would not have previously been considered.  This survey concludes that some 
of the most popular forms of art-making include social dancing, listening to music on mobile 
devices, weaving, and sharing photos over the internet. It is important to consider that just as 
Halstuch and Lynn question certain art forms, communal and cultural participation art becoming 
more intertwined with arts participation in general. New strategies should be developed to 
support this blurring of lines between formal and informal arts experiences (Walker 2001).  If 
people consistently continue to question if what they are doing is artwork, it is likely that they 
will be non-inclined towards the experiences.  Supporting a wider range of arts experiences 
(social dancing, weaving…) can lead to a wider arts audience and encourage greater 
participation. 
APPRECIATION DESPITE NON-ENCOURAGEMENT 	  
Personality traits of artists are often derived from non-artist’s experiences in school.  
Oftentimes there is a black or white distinction of the quality of arts education in school that 
either makes or breaks a person’s perception and continuation in the art field.  Although Lynn, 
Arnold Winkler’s sister-in-law had negative experiences in school with her art teacher in 
Catholic school, she is still about “to get” art.  Despite the harsh criticism she received in school, 
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she is still able to appreciate art.  She speaks very highly of her brother-in-law’s photographs, 
stating about one of them, “…I’m looking at this picture right now, look how perfectly—of 
course I know who’s in it—but besides the person who’s in it, he got the whole sense of 
everybody being there.  It sort of is comforting to me that everyone’s there having a good time 
and he caught it…”   
CHAPTER 5: THE CONNECTIONS ARTISTS MAKE 
 
TRIBAL INITIATION 	  
	  
Positive arts education experiences can breed artists. Artists learn in visual ways and 
connect to one another through those learning methods—there is a sense of understanding that 
results.  They often form communities and tribes, which can ultimately lead to relationships—
often sexual.  These artists have found a place to fit in, a place where they can learn differently 
from everyone else and be accepted for that.  Artists as community members want to share and 
create tribes elsewhere, often these artists have mentors who guide them.  These mentors further 
motivate these artists to become teachers who can then inspire the next generation of visual 
learners.   
Understanding the positive arts education that artists experienced can offer a template for 
successful teacher-student interaction via the arts.  For Arnold Winkler, arts education came later 
on in life, during his retirement.  Photoshop was just becoming popular and Winkler had the 
extra time to learn more about the photography that he already loved.  He went to Montgomery 
Community College and guessed that he was about three times as old as the other students in the 
classroom.  The first project that his professor assigned was a triptych—which Winkler recalls 
with a twinkle in his eye—he loves his triptych and later shows it to me, 
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He jokingly spoke of his professor and how he has a lot of grey hair now because of what 
Winkler put him through in his first class at the college.  “I asked him everything which I didn’t 
know and essentially I didn’t know anything.  I was very good in computers because working for 
a computer company, I had no problem with that…”  Winkler continued to list all of the things 
he learned during his time at the college.  He recalled the name of the professor who taught him 
the most, Frank Short.  Winkler talks about signing up for many classes following his first and 
constantly yearning to learn more.  He found the most joy when his fellow classmates turned to 
him, instead of asking the instructor for guidance.  He stated, “…not too long ago, I backed up 
my computer…to get the statistic and it said ‘you have 198,000 JPEG files.” His introduction to 
photography and Dr. Short’s classes ultimately led Winkler to a mastery of the art of 
photography. 
 Clarissa Shanahan recalled the arts education that made up her childhood.  She attended a 
school in a big school district on Long Island, NY, and it was well funded which led to a “pretty 
good arts department.”  Shanahan spoke highly of one of her grade school teachers, Mrs. 
Kaufman, who “took a shine” to her.  Mrs. Kaufman allowed Shanahan to participate in extra 
projects and taught her how to spin wool, weave a basket, and weave on a floor loom.  She 
stated, “I like to think I’d be a good frontiers-person because I leaned all that kind of stuff…I 
was really engaged in art…” In high school, Shanahan had two art teachers that she distinctly 
remembers—simply because she felt a sense of acceptance in their classes, Mr. Pagano and Mrs. 
Whitehead.  In high school, art class was the most important part of the day—she felt like a 
“little star in the class.”  PAP accepted Shanahan at 33 years of age—she had already been 
painting for 13 years.  At the time, Shanahan already had a well-paying career as a painter for 
film sets in New York, but she still craved more out of her arts education.  “…I’d still never gone 
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to art school that Ree (her beloved artist-aunt) told me about when I was 8…I should also say 
too, that education was a big—a very big thing in my family…I still hadn’t gone to school, and it 
felt like a privilege that I still hadn’t had.  So the longer I was doing what I was doing in film, the 
antsier I got, because it was still this little thing that wouldn’t go away.”  When she first started 
her schooling at PAFA she was in disbelief that she could actually paint all day.  She talked 
about her education at PAFA and how she has probably spent the same amount on her education 
as a lawyer would.  Today, Shanahan considers herself fortunate that she is able to do what she is 
trained to do through her educational investment. 
 Helene Halstuch also went to a school that had a good art department.  She was first 
introduced to acrylics and oils in school.  Once she got to high school, she did not participate in 
art lessons simply because she did not need to.  Judy Battaglia has been doing art in some form 
since she was little.  It was not until junior high school that she actually took art as a subject; she 
met an art teacher who would ultimately inspire her own career as an art teacher.  According to 
Battaglia, “…she decided I was going to be an art teacher…she used to take me to these 
conferences—I was like 17…” After her experiences in high school, Battaglia when on to attend 
Buffalo State University, which has a fantastic art program for teachers.  Through school she was 
able to visit Sienna, Italy for an entire semester, an experience that positively impacted her 
further career as an artist.  Maryanne Buschini was also given opportunities from influential arts 
educators including: Bruce Samuelson and Murray Desner.  Buschini remembers identifying as 
an artist ever since she was a child.  She was able to focus on this as a goal while in school and 
received her Bachelor of Fine Arts and a Masters of Art Education. 
 Many artists learn differently, typically using visual methods of representation to 
understand the world around them.  When teachers understand how to best teach to an array of 
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learners, they can truly impact their students.  Artists who had these teachers grew because their 
teachers knew how to reach them.  Lauren Kahn described the issue with the traditional 
education model and the huge number of children that are currently in classrooms.  Kahn 
believes that a more self-directed learning approach is necessary to impact more students—a 
certain freedom of choice and an understanding from educators that children learn differently.   
 
WHAT CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS DESCRIBE TRIBE MEMBERS? 	  
Not only do artists learn in similar, visual ways, but they also relate to similar traits when 
speaking about themselves or when others are asked to describe them. Lynn, Arnold Winkler’s 
sister-in-law and I had a small side conversation about Winkler.  We spoke about how observant 
he seems and Lynn stated, “I think he’s always thinking, ‘what would make a good picture?’”  
Winkler agreed that that is always what he is thinking about.  She talked about specific 
experiences at her old house where Winkler used to take pictures of everything around him: the 
birds, the bees, the flowers, and their grandchildren.  Because of his observant nature, Winkler 
gives his family pictures that they can pass down to later generations.  
 Carol Salter loves oil paints, however she does not have a studio that would allow her to 
paint with oils.  She tends to use acrylic paints instead because of the easy clean-up and adds 
medium to the acrylics in order to slow down the drying time, and, therefore act more like oil 
paints.  She wonders to herself why she loves oil paints so much.  Salter says, “...maybe it is the 
colors, that I just loved the colors…you know when you would get that box of crayons with 64 
colors, and open it, and all of these brilliant colors…there was nothing like it…I vividly 
remember something like that…”  Salter’s emphasis on color and observation leads her to loving 
the process of painting.  
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 Conception, for Shanahan’s subject matter comes in the way of visual representation.  As 
far as conceiving the ideas for her paintings—it is all in her mind.  Her dreams often determine 
ger method and execution.  She visually works out her canvas before she actually drafts the 
composition.  Shanahan believes that “…a good artist is somebody who is continually open to 
new visual information.” Her love of film also guides the way in which she paints.  Her subjects 
become visual stories of the past and she is “able to wordlessly convey information,” as she likes 
to call it.   
 Helene Halstuch believes that her capability to process the world visually is a gift.  She 
considers those who are missing this gift to be visual, at a distinct disadvantage.  She explained, 
“…having that heightened awareness visually is a wonderful thing.”  Halstuch described the 
process by which she observes a live performance, “…I like the set open, and I’m looking at the 
set—that’s the first thing—there’s no acting but I’m looking at the set and I’m taking in the 
lighting, and I’m looking at how the lighting is being used and subtleties…I’m probably looking 
at a lot of things differently, and I think artists do, and I notice that non-artists sometimes don’t 
get it.”  To Halstuch there is something that artists are able to comprehend when watching other 
art forms or processing the environment around them in general—that non-artists are not able to. 
Ben, Judy Battaglia’s son suggested me that him and his mother learn differently.  He explained 
that his mother is more visual and that he learns better by writing lists and using vocabulary.  
Judy replied, “…don’t something , just draw me a picture.  If someone is giving me 
directions…I’m making a map.”  Battaglia spoke about her experiences in art museums and that, 
especially at the good art exhibits (especially impressionist), it takes her a long time to process.  
When she goes to the museum with a companion she likely “does her own thing” and meets up 
with them at the end.  She further explained about needing to go through an exhibit separately, 
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“…it happens every single time because people observe things so differently and are reacting so 
differently to things that when you’re in there, you’re in a world of your own…” Looking at art, 
for Battaglia and her son means seeking out specific aspects that are relevant on a personal level.  
Artists and art lovers do not necessarily go to museums to critique other works or “break things 
down,” but rather, “…they would each pick out their own thing they’re looking for,” in the work.  
Similarly, Sue, Lauren Kahn’s mother, does not like exhibits that are too “directed” much like 
the Barnes method of showing art.  She stated, “I like the freedom to see things as I choose to see 
them and not how I’m told to see them.” 
 Mandi, artist Jennifer Jaffee’s young friend sketches because she loves to translate her 
perception of the world around her.   She is able to visually pick out what is meaningful to her 
and represent it for others to see.  Mandi also writes because she wants her thoughts “to be 
heard…maybe somebody will pick up my notebook and open it and say, ‘Hey, this pertains to 
how I’m feeling right now, that’s me.’”  The creation of relevance is a common thread for artists.  
They look for relevance in other artwork, in the environment around them, and in other people as 
well.   
 
HOW CAN THE TRIBAL CULTURE MATURE? 	  
The similarities that artists express visually and the observant way in which they process 
information create an understanding and sometimes an attraction between them.  Clarissa 
Shanahan, greatly expresses the tribe that she was able to be part of as an artist.  She explained 
that in art class she was able to fit in, with all of “the weird art students” in the early 80’s.  At the 
time, Shanahan was very into punk rock and the misfits that were associated with the alternative 
music scene.  She remembers art class being the one place where she always enjoyed what she 
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was doing.  Later on, she worked on scenes for film and she loved the collaborative nature of her 
work.  Everyone that she worked with excelled at their craft and it was “really good atmosphere” 
for her artwork to thrive.  Even now, Shanahan still collaborates with designers and other artists 
who all work together on projects—bound by like-minded creative thinking and visual ways of 
representing the world.  Lauren Kahn alludes to the same collaborative spirit that Shanahan does, 
“…I mean there’s certainly some competition just to get roles and things like that, and get your 
art into a gallery and yada-yada-yada, but, there’s a certain collaboration that occurs around the 
arts, that I don’t think happens anywhere else in the same way.” 
 Jennifer Jaffee is part of an anonymous artist collaborative called “TODT.”  It started 
when she was young—growing up in upstate NY with her siblings—her two oldest brothers were 
a painter and a writer.  They put shows on together and, “it became that dynamic kind of fueling 
each other into action—of not really worrying about whether we were doing stuff in the street, 
inviting people, and that became the real happening in NY and really brought the art world more 
to us.”  Those who know of TODT are likely not to know the name Jennifer Jaffee.  The group 
became the art itself and acted in tandem.  
Those who are part of this “misfit” artist culture as children are more likely to continue 
on to find their artistic tribe as adults.  They can sustain their artistic participation simply because 
art helped them find out who they truly are.  Organizations are too reliant on ideas of loyalty and 
engagement while this artistic culture is shifting around them (Saratovsky 2013).  They are not 
tailoring their strategies to the cultural ecology that is developing around them.  Tuning into 
these tribes of artists can serve to encourage more innovative and relevant engagement strategies.    
 The next four sections will be examples of how I have seen this tribal culture evolve into more 
mature forms through the interviews.  Arts organizations certainly would find it useful to target 
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these specific audiences and change their strategies as they do—finding inspiration in their 
stories.  Furthermore, by understanding these stories we can continue to understand 
individualized personality attributes and how they can relate to artistic audiences as a whole—a 
major missing link in arts participation literature  (Brown 2006). 
 
Artists Together as Lovers 	  
Similarly to art connecting other artists and initiating a tribe and collaborative work, it is 
also art that sometimes binds lovers.  It was truly an honor to be able to hear some of the 
wonderful love stories that evolved out of the artists’ love for creative processes.  Arnold 
Winkler recounts the story of how he met his wife after a concert in Philadelphia. After the 
concert he purchased a record and promptly walked away.  He felt someone tap him on the 
shoulder and ask if they could see the record because he had purchased the last one.  The rest 
was history—Winkler offered to make a tape of the record in exchange for a meal and they are 
still married. The music that initially connected the two served as a point of reference—a way in 
which they could automatically relate to one another.   
 Clarissa Shanahan’s “primary relationships” have always been with, “musicians, artists, 
photographers, actors, always creative people…”  The simplest way to understand why 
Shanahan’s relationships work out this way is because the two share a “common language,” 
which is really important to her.  When asked if she would be open to having a relationship with 
a man who is not an artist, she stated, that the things she is most passionate about and the things 
that she partakes in her daily life, happen in places in which she would meet other artists.  
Mostly, for Shanahan she likes, “neat people who work with their hands.” 
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 The influence on one artist to another is significant, especially when they are married. 
Shanahan was married to an artist, as was Helene Halstuch.  She remembers his influence on 
her—it greatly affected her work as an artist.  Similarly, Judy Battaglia was married to an artist;  
Ben’s dad was a sculptor and they were married for ten years.  Although Battaglia does not 
believe that gets along better with people who are artists—she associates with other Graduate 
students who were all artists.  “…The people that we were—we were influenced by the fact that 
we were artists, but that was only a piece…” 
 
Artists As Community Members 	  
Artists and like-minded people become their own community—whether as lovers, 
collaborators, or part of a tribe.  Clarissa Shanahan described why artists make good community 
members, “…I think the good thing is that they’re creative thinkers, and creative problem 
solvers—maybe an unexpected way of presenting something or king of a different take on 
things.  So, I think is challenged towards being engaged in a community, I think it can be a very 
good thing,  On the downside, artists are kind of a pain in the ass—tend to be flaky or self-
centered.” 
 Maryanne Buschini gave a wonderful example of artists who built and restored a 
community.  Phoenixville is an old steel mill town on the Schuylkill that was “down on its 
heels.”  The downtown area had empty store fonts and the steel mill has been closed for at least 
10-15 years.  The spark of revitalization occurred when the movie theatre, which has been there 
since 1902 and is called “The Colonial,” was renovated and refurbished.  The town quickly 
became revitalized by art after the theatre was finished.  An art gallery opened, where Buschini 
currently shows her work.  The artistic community members were able to give Phoenixville a 
new purpose because of their collaboration. 
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Communal and cultural participation are heavily intertwined with arts participation in 
general (Walker 2001).  Informal arts experiences often occur with communal support.  Outdoor 
festivals and arts activities at places of worship are examples of how communities produce 
informal arts experiences (National Endowment for the Arts 2010).  The “where” of arts 
participation broadens when taking into account these community-based arts experiences—
especially as those who are artists tend to have a larger stake in their communities.  In some 
ways the connection between artist and community makes the artwork even more audience-
centric—creating more meaning in the work itself (Brown 2007). 
 
Artists and Their Mentors 	  
Artists and their mentors have important relationships; passing on wisdom, advice, and 
technical skills.  Clarissa Shanahan met her mentor about 20 years ago—his name is Jack. And 
he lives in Vermont.  Initially they met while working in film together.  Jack is currently in his 
70’s and Shanahan distinctly remembers her first encounter with him, he asked her to pose for a 
portrait and she spent some time in his studio getting to know him that way.  When she started 
applying for art-related jobs she reached out to Jack and they started corresponding.  One of his 
first words of advice to her was, “make sure you talk to other artists so you feel normal.”   
 Judy Battaglia’s mentor came in the form of an art teacher in high school who pushed her 
into art in the first place.  Familial mentorship was an important factor for both Jennifer Jaffee 
and Maryanne Buschini.  Jaffee’s oldest brother passed away three years ago and was her mentor 
as well as fellow TODT collaborative member.  Not only did she look up to her brothers and 
husband as they made artwork together, she also looked up to the way they, “nourished in the 
household.” Jaffee was the youngest collaborative member and therefore felt a sense of “tagging 
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along” when working with her family and husband.  Maryanne Buschini’s mother is an artist.  
She remembers her mother introducing her to scrapbooking and making paperdolls.  She 
remembers making glue with flour and water, a tradition that was passed down for many 
generations of women in her family on her maternal side. 
 
Artists As Teachers 	  
The full circle of artists’ connections finds itself complete when an artist becomes a 
teacher.  Arnold Winkler became a digital photography teacher.  At first he put PowerPoint 
presentations together for people who knew him.  After becoming a bit bored, he thought about 
other means to express his artistic needs.  He came to know the Marketing Director at the Morris 
Arboretum who suggested that he teach classes, which he now does. There are one or two classes 
a year that Winkler started at the Morris Arboretum.  Furthermore, Winkler had even taught at 
the college that he once entered as a beginner, Montgomery Community College.  He also 
teaches at the library in Norristown.  His goal, through teaching, is to provide “an easy-to-
understand class so that people lose their fear of the camera and get a little bit of an idea of what 
you can do with it.”  Winkler believes that he came from a time when there was no automatic on 
a camera and so he understands the problems that people face when learning digital 
photography—he relates to these people, and he feels “compelled” to help them learn. 
 Three other interviewees are teachers as well.  Judy Battaglia is also a teacher.  After 
returning from a trip to Sienna, Italy she started teaching and never stopped, except for one year 
to have her son.  Carol Salter works in education and helps children with special needs.   The 
children she helps are in included classrooms and have learning disabilities.  Maryanne Buschini 
is also a teacher.   
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 Clarissa Shanahan teaches at PAFA and has been doing so, in continuing education, for 
15 years.  Shanahan started teaching when she was a student herself.  She stated about teaching, 
“I would probably say I was a teacher before an artist because I was still forming who am I as an 
artist, and it was still that, ‘I’m not entitled to call myself an artists,’ there was all that stuff in the 
way.”  Not only does Shanahan teach to supplement her income, but she also does it because it is 
a great opportunity for her.  She loves teaching, and she has always felt good about it, she stated, 
“I’m a really good teacher and I really like it.  I want art to be accessible… I’m not trying to get 
anybody to see what I see.  I’m trying to beg consideration…And I think that’s the same for 
when I look at art or when I go to a museum. “  Primarily, Shanahan is a teacher because she 
stated, “…there have been a lot of opportunities and I’ve also had a lot of people who have 
helped me alone too.  So I try to be responsible in helping somebody when I can, because it was 
done for me.” 
 
CHAPTER 6: INTERGENERATIONAL CHANGES IN THE DEFINITION OF ART 
AND WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ARTIST 	  
TALKING WITH ARTISTS ABOUT WHAT THE WORD “ARTIST” MEANS OR MEANT 	  
There are intergenerational differences in the definition of art and what it means to be an 
artist.  The lines blur concerning what an artist means, which can be attributed to advancements 
in technology.  Ways that organizations interact with the public are changing just as technology 
and art is changing. With the advent of social media, there are more widespread viewpoints that 
can be expressed, which lead to a widening of definitions and conversations about art.  There is a 
greater focus on participation and socialization in current engagement strategies.  There are still 
barriers to attendance, however, that have remained constant across generations.  Listening to 
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stories from artists and non-artists of differing generations shines light on current and past 
engagement strategies and what it means to be an artist or participate in artistic experiences.  By 
talking directly to those who are interested and those who are not, new suggestions can be made 
for the future of artistic exhibitions. 
 For the millennial generation, crafting and making art are one in the same, at least 
according to my interviewees.  Clarissa Shanahan is interested in art forms that would once be 
considered part of material culture, and not necessarily fine art.  She speaks about PAFA and 
their current art class offerings, “…in my opinion, it kind of needs to move forward…and the 
good news is that he (the dean) does recognize it has change, and it does have to expand its 
curriculum.”  Shanahan is tired of the question, “What is fine art?”  Oftentimes, she found it hard 
to find teachers in the subjects she was most interested in; things that may not have been 
considered “fine art.” 
 Helene Halstuch does not think that her art making has changed much she started as an 
artist.  Although she recognizes that some of her painter friends have started painting more 
“figuratively.” She questions whether or not they did this because they wanted current 
recognition or if it was a need.  She mentioned that she does not feel this need yet and it is 
possible that she may never feel it.  Her work has maybe changed in increments, but she has 
never done anything completely different.   
 Judy Battaglia’s father worked with wood when she was young.  She does not remember 
him calling himself an artist—instead he was an artisan.  Ben, Judy’s son was present for the 
interview and I asked him about his perspective on his grandfather working with wood, “…if you 
saw someone carving something out of wood…would you call him an artist.”  Ben replies, “I 
probably would, because that’s something that I can’t do, it’s a skill…” Battaglia and her father’s 
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generation are quick to call someone a wood worker or a cabinet maker, whereas Ben perceives 
this skill as art.  He sees no distinction between “painting the Mona Lisa…or making a 
unicycle.”  Ben believes that the process in itself is what makes all of these things art.  I 
mentioned the word “low brow” to Battaglia and she remarked with the term “folk art,” a term 
that Ben does not use in his comments about artistic genres.   
 Battaglia was a teacher for 35 years and art was very low on the list of priorities for 
teachers.  She recalls art being very “in” in the early 60’s.  This was also during the time that the 
Humanities were introduced in the school systems—according to Battaglia.  “It seemed to be a 
little Renaissance,” she remarked.  Ben commented that he thinks during the early 60’s, artists 
were becoming a little more respected as an actual profession.  His mother concludes that the 
hippies were out in full force and the Vietnam War was shaking up the nation.  Recalling an 
NEA survey about an 81% increase in the profession of artist in the decade from 1970-1980, 
Battaglia comments that those must have been the people that were born in the 60’s and they 
probably had hippie parents.   Discussing the current stance on artists as a profession Ben stated, 
“Well I think it’s different now.  I think a lot of people just push away from the Humanities and 
just go and get a job and that’s the end result, and maybe it wasn’t then.” 
 Battaglia talked about her own experiences with the growth of the Humanities.  At the 
time Rockefeller was the governor of New York state and he made all state school tuition free 
for those who could not afford it for the first two years—which was pretty much everyone—and 
then based on income for the following years.  There was a push to get everybody to go to 
college and therefore, there was a need for teachers.  Back then, Battaglia commented that she 
could have gotten a job anywhere and with the way things are currently, she would never go into 
art.  She stateed, “So, they had it right in the 60’s, the Humanities are important because we are 
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all human and art is a part of our humanity…sometimes I don’t like to see the direction that 
things are so closed now.  Art is such a closed thing…We’re exhibiting to each other.” 
 Lauren Kahn and Sue also spoke about their own experience with changing times and 
definitions of art and artists.  Sue explained that her real passion is photography and that for 
years she had her own darkroom, but now she does digital photography.  When her children 
came along she gave her darkroom away, since the family needed her space.  According to Sue, 
it does not really matter that she gave away her darkroom now since not only does she not have 
the room, but no one does it any longer anyway.  Lauren Kahn continued with a discussion about 
the decrease in piano sales.  She stated, “…everybody had a piano in their house when we were 
growing up, and at least one child in every family was taking piano lessons.”  She concluded the 
conversation with, “…so much passes for art that didn’t once pass for art.” 
 Jennifer Jaffee drew much of her artistic inspiration from the street of NYC.  She spoke 
about her experiences making art in the 80’s, “…then you could go into garbage dumps, people 
were throwing things, in the 80’s we literally had a whole computer frame, the main frame that 
we bought for $25…all of this sort of transitional technologies and stuff so it was just a free for 
all, NY was the place to really have that kind of activity and not thinking of it professionally in 
the sense of galleries or museums and that suddenly just taking hold of the dynamic of the 
work.”  Jaffee commented that at some point things shifted for artists—becoming more of a 
professional practice.   
 Jaffee’s life in NYC during the 80’s as artist has a tone of freedom—she speaks of wheat-
pasting the walls of the city, and painting graffiti on subway signs; she calls her old artwork 
“vivacious.” I asked Jaffee to explain what she thinks caused the change in art to become more 
of a professional practice.  She replied that art has become more expensive.  “It’s sad to see 
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museums charge so much and not make it an opportunity for everyone.  But the theatre I can 
remember being—it was like going to the movies.  Now, I mean, I don’t know what tickets are 
locally.  It’s crazy.”  She spoke about how there used to be an “underground” art and how that 
has sort of faded away “because everything’s expensive.”  She stated, “…we could go to NY and 
go get 5,000 square feet for $500 and start this magical existence where now kids have to live 
together to pay the rent—that really changes the dynamic and the ability to be creative I think, 
you end up just working all the time.  You need time in art—art, I think, demands that.”  She also 
spoke about her recent visit with a gallery owner in NY and his struggle with pulling in foot 
traffic.  Galleries currently have to compete with online experiences and the financial limitations 
of young people are incredibly prevalent.  Jaffee also speaks of paranoia, fear, and trepidation 
that exist in today’s youth—all things that change the definition of art and artists. 
 Maryanne Buschini also spoke about the expense of art in terms of changing the 
definition of art and artist.  Specifically, Buschini discussed the cost of education, just as 
Battaglia did.  She mentioned that one used to be able to work all summer and be able to pay 
their tuition for the year.  “So I think because the tuition is so expensive and the schools are very 
administration heavy, that has driven this idea that schools are corporatized and now we have 
this education as commodity.  You know, like buying a car, buying a thing, not participating in 
it.”  Art has changed too, in similar ways for Buschini.  More people can be “artists” now, 
although they are not artists according to Buschini—many can pay for the degree.  In Buschini’s 
classes many students grab for the most obvious answers rather than participate in any amount of 
critical thinking.  Buschini herself started out her college career as a nursing major.  One of her 
nursing professors pulled her aside and told her that although she was getting decent grades, her 
heart was simply not in it.  She ultimately mustered up the courage to talk to her parents about 
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transferring schools; although her father did not feel it was important for girls to get a college 
education anyway.  In 1971, she transferred schools and attended the University of Oklahoma for 
art.  Once Buschini had family obligations, her artwork fell to the backburner until her sons 
became more independent and she was able to pursue her artwork once again. 
Specifically of interest in relation to my interviewees are NEA surveys that include 
statistics such as: during the years 1970-1976 there was a 50% increase in those that defined 
themselves under the occupations that fell under the definition of “artist,”(“Artists Compared by 
Age, Sex, and Earning in 1970 and 1976) and the decade from 1970-1980 is marked by an 81% 
increase of artists in the labor force, which included a doubling of the occupation in 26 states 
(“Artists Increase 81% in the 1970s,” 1983).  Documenting the stories of artists during this time 
period can reflect on why these changes occurred.  For instance: Jennifer Jaffee speaks about 
being an artist in NYC in the 80’s and the underground nature of art that existed—primarily due 
to the freedom that low prices gave these artists.  Judy Battaglia remarks that the Humanities as a 
subject became important during the 60’s—art was widely appreciated and open to personal 
interpretation. 
 
ART AS A VIABLE CAREER THROUGHOUT GENERATIONS 	  
Coupling with the notion of art changing as generations evolve is the idea of acceptance 
of the term artist as a job.  I believe that in today’s world it is hard to be an “artist.”  One wants 
the best chance at success; so people tend to opt for studying something a bit broader and widely 
accepted as “practical,” because there is a greater chance at job opportunities.  Many artists that I 
spoke to are teachers also.  Some like to teach, while others teach in order to supplement their 
income.  These tendencies towards choosing occupations do not seem to change much cross-
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generationally.  Carol Salter states, “I was always interested in art.  I don’t know why I thought 
that I shouldn’t pursue, maybe I thought I couldn’t get a job, or wasn’t sure about it.”  Her 
daughter goes on to talk about her own career, “I always was interested in art and being 
creative…I thought maybe I would be able to get a job if I went for something a little more 
broad...However, I think that I would like to—if jobs weren’t an issue or like time constraints 
weren’t anything—I think I would maybe want to do art more.” 
Clarissa Shanahan remembers wanting to be an artist before the age of eight.  However, 
she guided away from that idea as it is often seen and expressed as an unviable way of life.  It 
was not a pragmatic idea—to be an artist.  To be an artist comes with a lot of sacrifices.  Helene 
Halstuch is one artist that talked about all of the things she forfeited because of her way of life—
money, being the most essential.  She lived more frugally than most because of her career 
choices.  Another aspect that is often sacrificed is time spent with another.  As an example of the 
impact of life course events on arts participation, during the decade of 1982-1992 it was reported 
that those who were never married had higher rates of participation in the arts (“Age, Desire, and 
Barriers to Increased Attendance at Performing Arts Events and Art Museums,” 1986).   
 Marriage and career come to odds with one another, specifically in older generations.  
Helene Halstuch’s mom, Betty—who is 88—spoke about her experiences growing up in relation 
to love.  “…There were not careers, ok? There was marriage.  If you weren’t married by 
21…22—and the ones that wanted to marry well, they went to college.”  Her daughter remarked, 
“So why didn’t you want to marry well?”  “I was stupid,” her mom jokingly retorted.  Betty’s 
mom wanted her to go to college, but she did not want to.  During that time, Betty wanted to be 
part of the war effort when she got out of high school.  After Betty married, she became a 
homemaker and a mother—“that’s a career.”  When asked if things are different today Betty 
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believes that they most certainly are.  More people are not having children and instead making 
money and capitalizing on their careers.  Halstuch, Betty’s daughter, did not have children.  
Halstuch stated that she did not have the opportunity and that it was not due to her art, although 
her mother may disagree. 
 Lauren Kahn’s mother, Sue, expresses similar tendencies as Halstuch’s mother. She too, 
got married “ridiculously young” and as a result stopped everything, which she ultimately 
regrets.  She started painting before her two children were born (and she was still ridiculously 
young).  She got into the interior design industry because she was selling her work to an interior 
decorator who charged her clients even more for the artwork.  In order to make more money, she 
became an interior designer herself and has since been doing it—for 53 years.  After her children 
were born she stopped painting.  According to my research, life-course events still play an 
important role in arts participation—getting married and having children are significant events 
that impact whether or not a person participates—regardless of how much they love making art 
and attending arts experiences. 
 Maryanne Buschini’s marriage was more important than her college degree—at least at 
the time. She stated, “…you really didn’t need to get a degree because you were going to marry 
somebody who was gonna take care of you.”  Speaking further about her current identification as 
an artist she said, “I may be an artist and I identify as an artist but I don’t feel like I’m making a 
living as an artist.  That is something I definitely need to work more at.”  It is a consistent trend 
amongst the older artists I interviewed that they want to be closer to earning a majority—if not 
all—of their income as an “artist.” 
 
DO “HIGHBROW” AND “LOWBROW” ARTS EXPERIENCES EXIST? 	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Although generational differences in terms of struggling artists and having a profession 
of an artist are not markedly varying, there are great changes in terms of the notion of highbrow 
and lowbrow arts experiences.  As discussed previously, Judy Battaglia referred to Jazz and 
weaving as “Folk Art,” while her son saw no difference in the type of art as he does to making 
the Mona Lisa.  Her son applied the same value to the process of creating a unicycle as he does a 
famous work of art.  The skill and talent required to make any form of art does not differ, for 
Battaglia’s son; instead, he spoke with the same amount of admiration for both.  
For Lynn, Arnold Winkler’s sister-in-law, there is an understanding of the distinction 
between highbrow and lowbrow arts experiences.  Although she recognizes that this division 
may have once been apparent, nowadays, “maybe it’s not so clear-cut.”  Arnold Winkler, a 
photographer from Germany never heard of the distinction, however, after the highbrow arts 
experiences are exemplified (“ballet, classical music orchestra…”) he stated, “This must be the 
reason why I don’t do to museums…” Arnold gets bored in museums; he said that he would 
rather go to the Italian market.  Arnold associates highbrow arts experiences with a certain 
repetition.  Remarking that if museums would change their exhibits, then maybe they would be 
more interesting.  “Change the exhibit, put something new up, you know, when you go to the 
museum, 5 years ago they had the same pictures hanging there.” 
 Clarissa Shanahan believes that the distinction between highbrow and lowbrow art comes 
from things that would have been done more as a craft.  She believes that there is a difference 
between applied art versus fine art.  I asked Shanahan if she thought that these lines between 
applied art versus fine art have blurred.  She wanted to reply affirmatively, however, her 
education at PAFA adhered to a very specific curriculum.  Her education forced her to question 
what being an artist was or what art even was; however, when she looks at what is in galleries 
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currently and in art fairs, there is such a wide variety or processes and materials.  The way that 
she defines herself as an artist and the educational experiences that she had leaves her at odds 
with the blurring of highbrow versus lowbrow art.  The specific set of definitions given to her 
challenges the artwork that she sees around her. 
 Helene Halstuch comments about the highbrow versus lowbrow distinction, “Well, I 
mean, things are shifting because the highbrow’s not getting the numbers in now, because the 
orchestra’s struggling, so they’re having to take the orchestra and make it lowbrow by 
performing in the Mann, to a movie, and trying to get younger people interested.  So I think 
they’re kind of having to rethink—the younger people are not so interested.”  Lauren Kahn’s 
mother, Sue would definitely not agree.  She stated, “…if you go to a classical concert, it’s the 
graying of the audience.  If you go to a Rock concert…not many.”  When I mentioned a diversity 
of ages in a recent Pennsylvania ballet performance that I attended Sue stated, “…because a lot 
of people my generation buy subscriptions, and they may not have chosen to go to one that was 
avant-garde, --I bet that many people just singled out that performance, knowing what it was.  
And many of them—from my generation—would’ve walked out saying, ‘I don’t know.’” 
 
HOW HAS TECHNOLOGY CHANGED ART-MAKING? 	  
Technology—today more than ever—is involved in the dissemination of art in various 
ways.  In the 2008 SPPA, there was a greater consideration of technology than on past surveys—
exemplifying how in the last seven years the impact of technology on arts participation is 
apparent and measurable.  Arts organizations use digital databases to allow users and arts 
appreciators to search through collections; artists are creating Facebook pages for their bodies of 
work, and Instagram is used as a platform to tell day-to-day stories of art production and market 
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events.  There are countless ways that technology impacts the creation of work as well—the use 
of 3-D printers, Adobe Photoshop, and mobile applications, are a few ways that artists use 
technology to create their work.  Taking into account all of these technological advancements—
speaking to artists themselves and those that are close with them who are involved in the arts 
about these aspects becomes important.  How do artists actually feel about technology?  How are 
they personally affected by constantly evolving technological advancements?  And, most 
importantly, what sorts of conversations are started when technology is in question-- is the 
definition of art changing as generations of artists are changing due to technology? 
 Arnold Winkler, born in 1939, embraced digital photography.  Digital photography is one 
the major reason why Winkler is actually able to do what he does, with the quality and quantity 
at which he produces.  For him, digital photography is cheap, “I can take thousands of pictures.”  
Winkler uses the computer for much of the photography work that he does.  He also has a 
Facebook account and a website.  He mentioned he does a little of Facebook work and that he 
does not have a Twitter account because, he stated, “I don’t want to be accessible at any time.”   
 Helene Halstuch is confused about the current role of technology in art.  “…I’m not sure 
what I’m making of all that.”  She speaks of one woman that she knows whose artwork uses 
technology, “…I’m not sure what to make of her stuff.  It’s attractive, and she’s doing it on a 
computer…I’m not sure how to relate to that because I’ve seen even somebody put something in 
a show that looked like pastel and it was done on a computer and my first thought was ‘well, 
that’s effin’ cheating!’  I mean it looked like a pastel—why make it look like a pastel?  Just DO 
pastel—that’s my feeling, but I’m just maybe very old fashioned like that.”  Halstuch also spoke 
about being part of a gallery show where there were numerous digital works, “…I don’t like 
being hung next to any of it because it’s so powerful—it doesn’t enhance my painting because 
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my painting’s more subtle.  I don’t necessarily think it’s lowbrow…if it’s going to look like it’s 
own thing, that’s different—if it brings in it’s own qualities.” For Halstuch, the increasing 
popularity of digital art confuses her own work.  Oftentimes, digitally-generated colors, shapes, 
and composition are not relatable for Halstuch.  When digital artwork tries to emulate an older 
art form such as pastels, she feels as if there is a short-cut that is being taken.   
Lauren Kahn’s mother, Sue, feels similarly to Arnold Winker in the way of photography 
she feels as though technology has expanded the art form.  However, she also feels that 
technology dilutes photography.  She stated, “It’s given it a new face, I think it’s diluted in some 
ways… because you can do things—for instance—you can look at something that’s put in a 
magazine, and it’s not true.  I mean you can’t even tell if that’s a real person’s body.  So I think 
that digitally it’s brought the art down a notch, but it’s a two edge sword with all of technology.  
What you could be doing and what you shouldn’t be doing.  I think it’s a matter of finding that 
compromise.” In response to Sue’s comments, Kahn replied that she agrees with her mother’s 
generation more than the current generation, “…in general, I think that the technology has sort of 
really taken people’s attention away from art…Raquelle, (her daughter) used to write beautiful 
poetry when she was little…the technology provides so much distraction and doesn’t really 
promote creativity.”   
 The conversation continued with Sue as she remarked that people are not interacting on a 
daily basis, instead, she notices, that at a restaurant recently there were at least two people at 
each table on their phone.  Kahn’s son walked into the room during the interview with a couple 
of friends that he had over.  After the friends and her son leave the room to go swimming, Kahn 
remarked that one of the children is an incredible drummer, but she has noticed lately that he 
does not possess the passion that he once had, “he’d rather sit on his computer.”  She then talked 
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about the impact of social media on art, “Yeah, it’s out on social media, but I don’t think you’re 
necessarily getting a lot more people showing up for things...but, maybe I’m wrong.” 
 Jennifer Jaffee expressed similar beliefs about the role of technology on artists and arts 
participation.  “You don’t need to press buttons and take selfies—that’s just strange.  
Generationally, to me, it looks like everybody had ADD, or the whole alphabet really.  
Everybody is just a maniac, and it’s the media that’s making it.”  Her young friend Mandi 
continued the conversation with ideas that people are not absorbing what is around them.  They 
may be tuned into their devices, but they are not tuned into the reality that is right in front of 
them.  Jennifer poses an important question in our conversation about technology having to do 
with the “absence” in the lives of those that use technology.  She mentioned the idea that 
technology is “intrusive” and wonders if we feel similarly.  Mandi responded with loving the 
way that technology connects people across the globe and the advancements that technology has 
made on society and the fact that we know more than people than we ever did without it; 
however, she follows up with the idea that even though we may have a greater knowledge, our 
minds are more closed off than ever before. 
 Maryanne Buschini talked about her experiences with advancements in technology and 
how she needed to learn Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator as a graphic designer, or else she 
would have lost her job.  She remembers working with a T-square, triangle, and ruling pens—
things I have never heard of.  She also recalls “setting type” and figuring out how to measure text 
from a typewritten format.  She described the process by which type was organized and the 
implications of making a mistake.  Nowadays type can easily be fixed and altered without 
costing companies an arm and a leg. The work that Bushcini’s prior career was built around is a 
thing of the past—something that I can appreciate but perhaps would never be able to learn.   
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WHAT ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES WORK? 	  
Coupled with technology comes related engagement strategies that arts organizations are 
currently using to get audiences through the door.  Are they working?  What do artists and arts 
appreciators actually think about them?  Understanding what people are actually interested in 
and respond to can play a key role in audience development.  Making arts experiences relevant 
and relatable is a constant struggle that I believe changes frequently and at a fast pace.  In order 
to understand if the things that arts organizations are doing, are working, why not talk to people 
about their arts experiences?  Furthermore, are we reaching people in ways that they want to be 
reached? 
Jess, Carol Salter’s daughter is a millennial, born in 1986 feels that for those that do not 
have an art background, events such as “painting with a twist” and other BYOB painting events, 
can be appealing.  Furthermore, she stated that in reference to museums, if there is food and wine 
involved, there is a whole evening and social atmosphere created, which people her age like to 
associate with.  Jess also talked about the art of food and her love of trying new restaurants, so, it 
is not surprising that she loves art and food coupled together as a large social event.  Salter 
believes that art receptions have always been social events with the inclusion of wine and music.  
She mentioned First Friday’s in Philadelphia and the popularity of them as a social event.  Many 
restaurants and retail stores have also latched onto the trend, and according to Salter, it makes for 
“a great combination.”   
 Many of these large social arts events take place in the city of Philadelphia, which Salter 
and her daughter, are a bit removed from.  I decided to ask them what would convince them to 
make that trip into the city—to get over the location barrier.  Jess responded that she is not one to 
go on her own, so arts organizations would have to have a social event that her fiancé and friends 
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would be interested in attending along with her.  Her mother agrees, “…if the art community or 
the galleries would couple their openings with something social or something else going on, I 
think they would get a better crowd.”  Salter also talked about other engagement strategies that 
are more specific to the artist and their personal relationship to arts appreciators.  She spoke of 
one artist in particular and how he used to meet with everyone after his performances.  She stated 
that he took pictures with fans from the audience and created memorable and exciting 
experiences for those that came to the theatre. 
 In terms of the millennial generation and what appeals to young artists today, Clarissa 
Shanahan comments on the work that she does at PAFA.  She stated, “…there’s nothing more 
insufferable than a 20 year-old art student… youth is wasted on the young.  There’s so much, 
open your mind…it’s the unteachableness—the hubris of youth—thinking you know 
everything…allow yourself to learn.”  In some ways her discussion is an outcry to youth and the 
engagement strategies that attract them to arts organizations.  Shanahan craves more open-
mindedness and understanding.  When asked is she felt that her feelings were centered around 
the millennial generation of today, she replied that it’s just “an age thing” in general. When she 
was young she thought she knew everything.  She believes that engaging the high school 
students of today is way scarier than engaging adults.  At the same time she is also inspired by 
the sophistication that exists in today’s generation of young adults and that it needs to be 
nurtured.  Perhaps arts organizations also need to nurture this sophistication in their engagement 
strategies. 
 Helene Halstuch noted an opera that happens, “on the mall once a year.”  She mentioned 
that the free production is of a filmed opening night of whatever the first opera is.  The event is 
packed with people—“all different people.”  Halstuch thinks the event is interesting simply 
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because people are going—to an opera.  Her mother remarks, “…Well it’s free.”  Halstuch then 
continues, “I know it’s free, but it’s still opera.  It’s interesting, it’s free, people want to go, and 
they’re interested, so I think that’s a wonderful thing.  Because it’s bringing something that is 
kinda highbrow in a different way, a different mode—a movie screen—something that could 
bring highbrow to the masses, in a lowbrow setting.”  In terms of engaging audiences today, 
Halstuch also stated that there is “a need for people to make art even it they’re not artists.”  She 
believes that engagement should be getting people involved in the actual art-making process.  
She calls to mind community mural projects as a way for people to understand art in a better 
way.  Similarly, Lauren Kahn remarked about the power of murals on community arts 
engagement.  She spoke very highly of Mural Arts of Philadelphia and Executive Director Jane 
Golden.  She believes that the organization has done phenomenal things for the city and has 
succeeded in integrating art into community activity. 
 Judy Battaglia loves to create a social event out of going to the museum—she grabs 
lunch, a glass of wine—she makes a day out of it.  I asked Battaglia to comment on how arts 
organizations can benefit from speaking directly to artists.  Battaglia stated that artists can 
“…impart their secrets, they impart what they thought when they were doing it.”  She talked 
about the organization that she belongs to and how when well-known artists come, the house is 
packed.  One specific artist sets up a mirror so that the audience can watch him as he paints.  
During the artist’s discussion he stated, “Just a minute, I have my special tool.”  The artist 
proceeds to take of a sieve and smash it so that he can paint through it.  He achieves a splattered 
sort of look in his painting using this method.  Battaglia states, “It was entertainment, it was very 
informative, it was enlightening…” Uncovering this small secret to the artist’s creation involved 
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his audience in a way that would have never been achieved if he did not agree to personally 
engage his audience.   
 Also of interest to arts organization is figuring out how to engage with audiences in terms 
of where they are going for their information.  Mandi, Jennifer Jaffee’s young friend prefers to 
find out her information through word of mouth.  For Mandi, the Pennsylvania Museum of Art’s 
approach to their “Inside Out” campaign was perfect.  The museum reproduced famous works of 
art in the museum’s collection for display on the streets of various Philadelphia neighborhoods—
two of which Mandi frequents.  Reaching people on the street, in their normal, everyday habitats 
is a good engagement tactic for Mandi—and good of word of mouth for that matter. 
 Pop-up art programs are quickly becoming an important part of Philadelphia’s art scene.  
Ben, Maryanne Buschini’s son talks bout the “Future Sensations” an event presented at Eakins 
Oval by the PMA.  He loves to go to these types of events because they allow him to think 
creatively.  He mentioned the inclusion of alcohol into the “Future Sensations” and “Paint Nite” 
events.  During the pop-up event, Yards, a local Philadelphia brewery coordinated a beer garden 
with the artistic presentation.  His mother, then chimes in and remarks that “Dr.Sketchy’s” is a 
fun place to go as well.  “…Usually they get really interesting models like roller derby girls, or 
strippers…they serve alcohol.”  A common trend towards combining alcohol with arts 
experiences seems to be more prevalent.  Also, this trend does not seem to attract younger 
crowds specifically but rather, Buschini commented, “…honestly, the age mixing (at these sorts 
of arts experiences), is something that appeals to me.”  Overall, having an understanding of how 
people arrive at their decisions to attend arts experiences can identify how to create marketing 
that persuades a wider audience.  By speaking with people directly—with those who identify as 
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artists, and those who don’t—we can create intergenerational dialogue about what actually 
matters to audiences today. 
 
WILL THERE ALWAYS BE BARRIERS TO ARTS ATTENDANCE? 	  
Regardless of engagement strategies and how hard arts organizations try to get people to 
attend—there will always be barriers to attendance.   Many of the barriers to attendance 
expressed by my interviews are not new—meaning they are apparent in NEA surveys and arts 
participation literature of the past.  Jess, Carol Salter’s daughter stated that she has not been to an 
arts performance in a while simply because she has been too busy and that it is expensive.  
Mandi, Jennfier Jaffee’s young friend who was born in 1991 also has an issue with the expense 
of attending arts events.   
 Intimidation is also a huge factor to consider when speaking about barriers to attendance.  
The last time that Carol Salter attended an arts performance, the people in front of her brought 
the sheet music.  She remembers them following along to the chorus as they were singing and 
feeling as though she really did not know anything and perhaps feeling as though she did not 
belong there.  She had never seen that sort of participation before, but definitely felt a sense of 
intimidation. 
 Clarissa Shanahan likes all different times of programming, however, she does not take 
advantage of the experiences offered.  Part of Shanahan’s unwillingness to go is due, in part, to 
not having a vehicle as well as also expressing a certain amount of laziness when it comes to 
travelling.  Judy Battaglia has similar location issues—moving out to West Norriton has 
provided her with less possibilities for getting into the city easily—where most of the arts action 
takes place.  For Lauren Kahn, her current life stage is what keeps her from going to arts 
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experiences.  One of her children still lives at homes and so during weekends—when she would 
have the time to get out—she has other priorities.  Along with this, he husband does not enjoy 
live arts performances in the same way that Lauren Kahn does.  Her husband does not like 
crowds and has never gotten into the idea of being an audience member. 
The most interesting conversation about barriers to attendance came from Betty, Helene 
Halstuch’s mom.  Betty grew up in Germany during a tumultuous time period as she was born in 
1927.  She remembers feeling very restricted as a child in everyday surroundings.  When talking 
about arts performances held in venues Betty remarks that, “I feel I’m sitting there restricted… 
I’ve gone to theatres and some I like, but mostly I get very restless and I don’t know why…” For 
Betty, she relates her negative childhood experiences with restriction to the solitude of being part 
of an arts audience.  Along with this factor, Betty also currently wears a hearing aid and finds 
that she cannot appreciate performances due to her inability to listen to them. 
 
CONCLUSION 	  
Art for art’s sake has taken on a new meaning for me after conducting this research. 
Learning the stories behind the art puts me in a position where I can respect and understand the 
process by which art is being made. My research determines that people of very different 
backgrounds can have parallel experiences through art. Art, therefore, creates a unifying way for 
these people to have conversations and also create artistic communities that share a common 
language.  
Defining the word “artist” became easier for me after I heard my interviewees’ stories. 
Hearing their similar stories and how their experiences affected their art helped me to derive 
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meaningful cases for the arts.  If more people can understand this language, our unified cases for 
the arts may have a better chance of making an impact through documented cohesion. 
I think the way in which people have dealt with adversity in their lives through the arts 
and the therapeutic nature of arts experiences is downplayed.  You cannot really know what 
someone has gone through unless you talk to him or her. A lot of these stories are heartbreaking 
and similar and the arts do something for them that nothing else has been able to. I would like to 
imagine an art exhibit about Arnold Winkler and Clarissa Shanahan that includes how he deals 
with his wife’s current health state and how she deals with her addiction.  Maybe, letting the arts 
speak for itself does not do the best job of promoting the identity of artists. I wonder what would 
happen if the arts sector provided more background on why the artists are doing what they do. I 
wonder how in this day and age—with decreases in arts funding—how we can create arts 
experiences that resonate with people. I have found that the artist’s work has distinctly resonated 
with me more and has become part of a memorable experience after hearing the artist’s stories. 
Artists are very devoted to their processes and I did not realize how therapeutic the 
process becomes. It is a routine by which an artist can escape life’s realities. Documenting this 
process can be a teaching tool for new artists but also, the documentation, can really give the 
public a sense of what these routines actually mean to people.  If we emphasis the processes we 
can gain a newfound respect for the way in which artists create their work and the person behind 
the art. Identity as an artist still remains a confusing idea for both artists and non-artists because 
we aren’t focused on the artist—we are focused on the actual work itself. If we talk about the 
actual artists and their lives, then we will begin to understand the means by which things are 
created. 
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